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CHOIRBOY-INSTRUMENTALISTS IN LATE SIXTEENTH-CENTURY ITALY:  
THE CHURCH AS AN EARLY SOURCE OF PROFESSIONAL 
STRING PLAYERS 
CHELSEY BELT 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Over the course of the development of the violin and viol families between the 
second half of the sixteenth century and the first decades of the seventeenth century, 
players of these instruments did not conform to the existing roles for professional 
instrumentalists established by wind consorts and other civic musicians. In determining 
the early sources of professional players of bowed strings, the contexts in which 
choirboys and young church musicians came to study instrumental music as well as the 
functions of the ensembles, repertoires, and instruments illuminate the output of the 
subsequent generations of adult composers and professional musicians, particularly the 
Venetian School, the first to write idiomatic instrumental music and to specialize in 
instrumental composition and performance.   
The acceptance of bowed strings into church music contexts is reflected by the 
preponderance of string-playing maestri at religious institutions, most notably 
Marc’Antonio Ingegneri in Cremona and Claudio Monteverdi in Mantua and Venice. The 
ultimate indication of the presence of string instruments in the church music-educational 
system and thus the Church as a source of professional string players is the advent of 
sacred music with designated parts for strings: the stile concertato developed at San 
Marco and expanded by Gabrieli, Monteverdi, Grandi, and Viadana among others, along 
   v 
with evidence of increasing instrumental participation in the ceremonial sacred music that 
contributed to its development.
   vi 
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Chapter 1 
 
Instruments and the Sacred Music Environment in Late-Sixteenth Century Italy: 
Bowed Strings 
 
 
 The period from the second half of the sixteenth century into the early decades of 
the seventeenth century saw the rise of the fully developed violin family as well as the 
peak establishment of the viol family. It is during this time that the exposure of choirboys 
to string instruments is of particular interest, especially given the assumed distancing of 
the Catholic Church from instrumental music following the Council of Trent (1545–
1563). By noting the various contexts in which these young church musicians came to 
study instrumental music and by comparing the functions of the ensembles, repertoires, 
and the instruments themselves, we can better understand the output of the subsequent 
generations of adult composers and professional musicians, the first to write idiomatic 
instrumental music and to specialize in instrumental composition and performance.  
 Instrumental music, while rhetorically incongruent with some of the messages of 
the Church, was nevertheless important to church-sanctioned musical activities in many 
cases. In this regard, an examination of string playing by choirboys may provide a better 
understanding of the Church’s practical relationship to instrumental music. Though the 
presence of instrumental training appears to be linked more to the skills and background 
of the maestro di cappella at a particular church rather than to the instructions or ideals of 
the resident clergy, it was not irrelevant to the institution itself. Instrumental training 
could allow students to be more functional either while they were in the process of 
developing satisfactory singing skills or after their voices broke, making them more 
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profitable to the Church.  
 A central point of this study is how and when string instruments, especially the 
violin family, were used in Italian churches, with a focus on how and where they were 
used by students of choir schools. In order to provide additional context, the types of 
ensembles that appear at such institutions, practical and available repertoires, and the 
legacies of composers who may have experienced these educational practices are 
addressed in turn. 
 An additional endeavor concerns the relationship of string education and string 
involvement in sacred music with the education and legacy of Claudio Monteverdi and 
the Venetian School of composers. Studies of Monteverdi’s education at Cremona 
Cathedral are the source of two interesting traditions. The first of these is the presence of 
string ensembles in the musical arsenals of religious institutions well before the advent of 
sacred music with written string parts. The second is that students who were sent to the 
cathedral for musical instruction, an education traditionally conceived of as primarily 
vocal, were also trained in string playing. These practices bear particularly upon 
Monteverdi and his colleagues because they are the first generation to compose 
specifically and idiomatically for the violin in sacred music, and their students were 
among the first to write virtuosic solo music for the violin.  
 
The Development of the Violin Family in Italy 
 Examining the process of the violin family’s establishment in Italy provides 
context for the initial involvement of bowed string instruments in church music. Peter 
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Holman’s extensive body of research on the early violin is a solid foundation for our 
understanding of the violin family’s function during its emergence in Italy and 
throughout Western Europe.1 Holman’s work updates David Boyden’s exhaustive 1965 
study The History of Violin Playing from Its Origins to 1761.2 John Walter Hill has also 
provided useful insights into the discussion of the state of the violin in sixteenth century 
Italy; his contributions are noted in my discussion of Brescia and Cremona.3 Though any 
context relating to bowed strings in a church setting is of relevance to this project, this 
chapter places priority on the development of the violin family. A thorough discussion of 
the development of the viol in Italy appears in Ian Woodfield’s study, The Early History 
of the Viol.4⁠ 
 Though the viol is frequently thought of as the earlier instrument, the fully 
developed violin was present in Italy shortly after the arrival of the viol, and the two 
families flourished side by side for the majority of the sixteenth century. Multiple sizes of 
viol appeared during the late fifteenth century; Brescian makers experimented with two 
or three sizes of viols during the 1490s, after the Valencian viol came to Italy either with 
the election of Rodrigo Borgia or as a result of the expulsion of Jews from Spain.5⁠ In 
                                                
1 Peter Holman, “What Did Violin Consorts Play in the Early Sixteenth Century?,” Basler 
Jahrbuch fuer Historische Musikpraxis 29 (2005), 53–65. 
2 David Boyden, The History of Violin Playing from Its Origins to 1761 (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1965). 
3 John Walter Hill, “The Emergence of Violin Playing into the Sphere of Art Music in 
Italy: Companie Di Suonatori in Brescia During the Sixteenth Century,” in Musica Franca: 
Essays in Honor of Frank A. D'Accone, ed. Frank D’Accone, et al. (Stuyvesent: Pendragon Press, 
1996), 333–366. 
4 Ian Woodfield, The Early History of the Viol (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1984). 
5 Holman, “What Did Violin Consorts Play in the Early Sixteenth Century?,” 55. 
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Ferrara just before 1500, Alfonso d’Este was ordering sets of five and six viols.6 ⁠ Holman 
notes that the violin was the first bowed instrument to be made as a consort of multiple 
sizes from the outset of its manufacture, as opposed to the viol which was introduced to 
Italy as a single size.7 ⁠ By 1511, the Estensi at Ferrara seem to have owned a set of violins, 
since there is a payment entry for a certain “maestro Sebastian de Verona” for looking 
for timber for the making of “violette,” and for repairing the court’s “viole e violoni.”⁠8 
That the record keeper bothered to use two separate terms for the instruments in question 
is a strong indication that they included both viols and violins.  
 Holman suggests that part of the impetus behind the Este Court’s early adoption 
of the violin family is the rhetorical supremacy of strings over winds. In the humanistic 
literature, the triumph of Apollo, associated with string instruments from the lyre to 
vielles to the lirone and lyra da braccio, over Pan, a representative of pipes from the reeds 
that bear his name to the piffari (wind bands), could have been responsible for strings 
being viewed as more refined or “noble” than (wood) winds.⁠ Another mythological 
possibility for this attitude is the legend of Marsyas. Later in the century, Gioseffo 
Zarlino implied the musical significance of this tale in the prologue of his 1573 edition of 
Le istitutioni harmoniche, as noted by Lucille Corwin in her translation.9 “Marsyas was a 
follower of Bacchus, and his flute was the Bacchic instrument for arousing the dark and 
                                                
6 Holman, “What Did Violin Consorts Play in the Early Sixteenth Century?,” 56.  
7 Ibid., 57. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Lucille Corwin, “‘Le Istitutioni Harmoniche’ of Gioseffo Zarlino, Part 1: A Translation 
with Introduction,” (PhD diss., City University of New York, 2008), 22. 
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uncontrollable passions that conflict with the purity of Apollo’s lyre.”10  
As a practical consideration, Holman notes that the untexted repertoire produced 
in Northern Italy during this period is better suited (in terms of range and tessitura) to 
strings than to loud bands.11 ⁠ He states “If the viol was developed in Isabella d’Este’s 
circle so that ‘noble’ strings could replace ‘ignoble’ winds in contrapuntal consort music, 
then it seems likely that the violin was developed so that it could replace winds on the 
dance floor.”12⁠  
 The information from the Este Court gives clear roles for these two bowed string 
families at the beginning of the sixteenth century: viols played “art” music, or untexted 
chansons and motets, while violins played dance music. No sources of consort dance 
music survive from Northern Italy before 1553, the date of publication for Francesco 
Bendusi’s Opere nova di balli in Venice, but Holman has found that some of the dance 
repertoire that would have been played by violin bands in places like Ferrara made their 
way into northern European sources (Figures 1 and 2). Pierre Attaignant’s 1530 Neuf 
basses dances . . . includes several pieces of Italian origin, and two manuscripts, Mus. 
MS 1503h now held at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek but owned by an Augsburg book 
collector during the mid-sixteenth century, and Royal Appendix MSS 59–62, brought to 
England from Italy in 1567 by the twelfth Earl of Arundel, are both entirely comprised of 
four-part Italian consort dances (Figure 3).13⁠  
                                                
10 Edgar Wind, Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1968), 
172.  
11 Holman, “What Did Violin Consorts Play in the Early Sixteenth Century?,” 56. 
12 Ibid., 57. 
13 Ibid., 60.  
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 Functional violin ensembles during the sixteenth century ranged from consorts of 
four to six instruments. Violas were the core and sometimes the entirety of a violin band, 
providing alto and tenor voices as well as the bass in the earliest versions of the 
ensemble. True treble violins became standard toward the middle of the sixteenth 
century, as the ranges of composed polyphony extended higher. The highest parts in 
much of the early consort repertoire played by violin bands can easily be managed by 
violas, and for reasons of string technology and instrument acoustics it was advantageous 
to have each instrument in the consort play at the top of its range, remaining for the most 
part on the two highest strings. The vertically played bass violin, the predecessor to the 
cello, locked the violas into alto and tenor functions beginning in the third and fourth 
decades of the sixteenth century.  
 The earliest account of a violin ensemble comes from Brescia in 1533 as an 
SATB band with two violas.14⁠ The bass of this ensemble may have been an upright three-
stringed instrument of the kind that preceded Amati’s violone. This four-part consort 
layout seems to have been widespread until the 1550s, when ensembles tended to be 
augmented with a third viola for five-part polyphony.15⁠ The Brescian account gives no 
information regarding the number of strings or tunings of the instruments, but in 1543 
Silvestro Ganassi states that all members of the violin family had three strings and were 
tuned a fifth apart from one another, mimicking the range functions of wind consorts.16 
Holman points out that the early consort repertoire that survives frequently appears in 
                                                
14 Hill, “The Emergence of Violin Playing into the Sphere of Art Music in Italy,” 340. 
15 Holman, “What Did Violin Consorts Play in the Early Sixteenth Century?,” 65. 
16 Ibid., 65. 
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chiavi naturali, which would support the practice of using violas at the top of the 
ensemble in a four-part setting.17 
 The consort dance repertoire in four and five parts played by violins in the 
sixteenth century developed out of principles similar to those of the dance repertoire 
played (most often improvised) by the alta cappella ensemble. The alta cappella was the 
first ensemble type to use what Holman calls the “consort principle,” or multiple sizes of 
the same instrument.18⁠ In this case, it was usually multiple sizes of shawm, one or two 
trebles and a tenor or bombard, the latter playing a cantus firmus over which the treble 
shawm(s) and a slide trumpet would improvise counterpoint. ⁠ The alta cappella was the 
predominant dance ensemble during the fifteenth century and into the early sixteenth, and 
it was this wind tradition that the Estensi broke with by acquiring violins around the turn 
of the century. The earliest written consort dance repertoire frequently includes a part that 
mimics the cantus firmus function of the bombard in an alta cappella, featuring the tune 
in the tenor rather than the treble.19⁠ Holman notes that the bass part in these dances often 
cadences by jumping an octave to conclude at a fifth with the tenor, “like a fifteenth-
century contratenor part.”20⁠ These practices can be found in the selections of consort 
repertory contained in an Augsburg manuscript, MS mus. 2° 142a, which dates between 
1505 and 1514.21⁠ 
 What factors might have resulted in this dearth of consort dance source survival in 
                                                
17 Holman, “What Did Violin Consorts Play in the Early Sixteenth Century?,” 64. 
18 Ibid., 54. 
19 Ibid., 62. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid., 60. 
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Italy, during this period when these dances seem to have been the domain of the violin 
band? Counterintuitively, Holman suggests that violin dance bands improvised 
significantly less than their alta cappella predecessors. He argues that the typical size of a 
violin band, in four or five parts comparable to recorder and viol consorts of the period, 
would have been prohibitive to full textural improvisation: 
While it would have been easy enough for the players of the outer parts to 
improvise, those who played the inner parts would not have had readily defined or 
discrete functions, making it difficult to avoid glaring consecutive. Music of this 
sort, unlike that played by the earlier cantus firmus ensembles, would therefore 
have had to have been composed or arranged in advance, though it does not 
necessarily mean that the musicians played from music.22 ⁠ 
 
Performance from memory seems to have been a widespread practice among violin 
bands. Holman cites the British Library manuscripts Royal Appendix 74–76, which in 
England during the mid sixteenth century seem to have provided a “bank of material from 
which the members of a violin consort memorized their parts.”23⁠ The implications of this 
memorization tradition upon source survival is simply that fewer written collections of 
tunes would have been needed if they were used principally for the learning rather than 
the performing of music. It is not until the later sixteenth century when the distribution of 
consort dance tunes in printed collections was widespread, largely due to demand from 
the (non-violin playing) amateur market, that performing dances from notation became 
standard. 
 Before about 1500, the choreography of court dances were based on the duration 
of the cantus firmus in the tenor instrument of the alta cappella, but dances like the pavan 
                                                
22 Holman, “What Did Violin Consorts Play in the Early Sixteenth Century?,” 59–60. 
23 Ibid., 60. 
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and galliard which came into style during the sixteenth century were based on repetitive 
phrases and had standardized choreography that could fit to any tune of the appropriate 
structure.24 ⁠ This dissociation between individual tune and choreography may have been 
another reason that less notated dance music survives from the transitional period 
between cantus firmus and fixed structure court dances. If the dance could be done to any 
tune of a certain type, recording specific tunes would have been less of a priority.  
 Holman consistently argues that violin consorts developed “to provide the Ferrara 
Court with an alternative to wind instruments for dance music, and the main reason it 
spread so rapidly across northern Europe was surely that it was quickly recognized as the 
best vehicle for courtly dance music.”25⁠ The prudent question at this point is whether 
dance bands were the only role that violin consorts were fulfilling at this early stage in 
their development. It is true that the violin, through the activities of courts like Ferrara, 
established its reputation in Italy and northern Europe as a dance instrument, but the 
versatility of the violin consort, with its ability to match vocal ranges and expression as 
well as viols combined with the quicker response, naturally rhythmic impetus, and wide 
dynamic range of overhand bowing, resulted in an ensemble for which almost no 
repertoire would be impractical. Fretless violins could match vocal intonation with less 
adjustment than fretted viols, and their louder, brighter sound opened up the possibility of 
playing with loud winds. Isabella d’Este’s designation of viols for art music and violins 
for dance music was likely influenced by factors like these, that the sound of the violin 
cut through the sounds of a party better than that of the viol, and that the crisp 
                                                
24 Holman, “What Did Violin Consorts Play in the Early Sixteenth Century?,” 59. 
25 Ibid. 
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rhythmicity of its bowing technique lent itself to danceable phrases. These must be 
considered in addition to the viol’s strong association with the noble amateur and the 
sphere of entertainment music.  
 
Brescia: Precedents for the Violin in Church Music 
A proclivity for dance music, however, does not necessitate the violin’s exclusion 
from other applications in which professional musicians would have been involved. 
Church music was a significant source of employment for professional musicians and 
professional musicians in training. John Walter Hill’s study of violin bands in Brescia 
shows the ways in which Brescian religious institutions took advantage of the violin’s 
versatility by featuring it in the performance of sacred music.  
 Hill’s study is a thorough inventory of documents relating to the civic musicians 
of Brescia during the sixteenth century. He aims to understand the violin’s involvement 
in “art” music before the first violin sonatas from the beginning of the seventeenth 
century. He argues that the virtuosity required by this repertoire together with the state of 
refinement of the instruments produced during the last third of the sixteenth century 
suggest that “the violin had acquired an advanced technique, an individual idiom, and a 
place in the art music tradition well before the dates of the earliest surviving written 
music that specifically calls for it.”26⁠ 
 The violin has long been one of Brescia’s claims to fame; it was the home of the 
first recorded violin virtuoso, Giovanni Battista Giacometti del Violino, the first 
                                                
26 Hill, “The Emergence of Violin Playing into the Sphere of Art Music in Italy,” 334. 
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composers of solo music for the violin, Giovanni Battista Fontana and Biagio Marini, and 
esteemed luthier Gasparo da Salo.27⁠ Hill’s work contextualizes these landmarks as parts 
of the legacy of what had long been a city of violinists. The first use of the term violino in 
Italian comes from a 1530 account of music at an Easter mass in Brescia: “. . . fò sonato li 
violini per certi foresteri.28”  
 Evidence for the high quality of playing in Brescia begins as early as 1508: the 
minutes of a meeting of the Consiglio Generale describe a petition by a group of Brescian 
instrumentalists requesting that “professional privilege be given to players examined and 
approved by a panel of experts and seek[ing] a prohibition against public performances 
by instrumentalists not so approved.”29 Hill has emphasized the significance of this strong 
“desire to associate instrumental music with “worthy and eminent” accomplishment, with 
what is “elevated and lofty,” and with products of “sublime and excellent” talents, and 
the scorn and vituperation heaped upon base, vile, and inexpert instrumentalists.”30⁠ This 
petition represents cultural values that must have been well established by the time that 
the musicians filed it.31 ⁠  
 Early in the sixteenth century, Brescia’s body of professional instruments 
included several duos or coppia (couples) of the kind that prevailed in the fifteenth 
                                                
27 Hill, “The Emergence of Violin Playing into the Sphere of Art Music in Italy,” 335.  
Giacometti del Violino was employed at Mantua during Monteverdi’s leadership. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid., 336. The secondary quotes outline direct translations from the record, Document 
3 in Hill’s appendix. 
31 Ibid. 
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century, with a “tenorista” or cantus firmus player and a soloist or embellishing voice.32⁠ 
These ensembles are akin to a scaled-back version of an alta cappella, but differ in that 
they were not necessarily comprised of wind players. Coppia were frequently pairs of 
soft instruments, varying combinations of harp, lute, organ, and vielle.33⁠ By the mid-
sixteenth century, as these duos began to give way to larger ensembles, the term coppia 
began to be applied to ensembles of more than two players as well as to sets of 
instruments themselves. A particular coppia violonorum sold in Brescia in 1537 included 
a treble violin, three tenors (violas) and a bass violin.34⁠ This terminology also occurred 
outside of Brescia: “una coppia de viole” mentioned in 1545 by the Accademia 
Filarmonica in Verona also included five instruments.35⁠ For these reasons, the coppia 
mentioned in mid-century Brescian records frequently signify larger polyphonic 
ensembles, which are often violin bands.  
 Another ensemble term, piffari, also gained a greater flexibility of usage at this 
time. In the early sixteenth century, its meaning was literal, “pipers,” players of wind 
instruments other than trumpets, usually in the shawm family.36⁠ By the mid sixteenth 
century, inventories of piffari included “trumpets, shawms, cornetts, crumhorns, 
recorders, flutes, and viole da braccio.”⁠37 One such ensemble which was not labeled 
                                                
32 Hill, “The Emergence of Violin Playing into the Sphere of Art Music in Italy,” 337. 
33 Keith Polk, German Instrumental Music of the Late Middle Ages (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1992), 13. 
34 Hill, “The Emergence of Violin Playing into the Sphere of Art Music in Italy,” 337. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid. 
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piffari in Brescia was in fact called a Compagnia di Pifferi upon moving to Parma.38⁠ The 
result of this flexibility is that the term piffari and its variants became more associated 
with civic musicians of all kinds than wind players in particular. Another ensemble 
employed as piffari in Brescia were “the Tola brothers and their three companions,” who 
played “shawms, trombones, cornetts, fifes, recorders, dulcians, and violins.”39 ⁠ By 1562, 
at least in Brescia, three specific types of civic ensembles are designated in the records: 
piffari as the multi-talented ensemble type above, coppia as violin bands, and 
trumpeters.40⁠ 
 Perhaps Hill’s most relevant contribution to this discussion is the evidence that, in 
places like Brescia, art music lived in the Church. The second surviving reference to 
violins in Italy comes from the same Brescian diary, and occurs in an account of music at 
a 1538 wedding ceremony: “haveva piferi mantuani et violini similmente foresteri” (there 
were Mantuan pipers and violinists also from out of town).41⁠ It is significant that both 
early written references to the violin describe performance in a church setting, the first at 
Easter mass and the second at a wedding, and interestingly enough, alongside Mantuan 
piffari. Hill states that because both performances occurred in church, they were 
“unlikely to have been limited to dance music or folkloric serenading,” applications with 
which the early violin is so strongly associated.42⁠ A 1546 letter by Vincenzo Parabosco 
describes the combination of instruments and voices in sacred music “as something 
                                                
38 Hill, “The Emergence of Violin Playing into the Sphere of Art Music in Italy,” 338. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid., 343. 
42 Ibid. 
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relatively novel and probably not previously heard in Parma.”43⁠ For a region as 
comparatively rural as Parma, the date of 1546 for the combination of voices and 
instruments in this function is relatively early, and this account helps to contextualize 
similar roles for instruments in more cosmopolitan locales, at least thereafter, as a very 
realistic possibility. 
 In addition to supporting and replacing voices in vocal polyphony, another 
church-based artistic pursuit for violinists and other consort instrumentalists was the 
performance of incidental music with organ. A document from 1548 describes Brescian 
instrumentalists playing “in concerti et nell’organo, come all’improviso.”44⁠ Hill translates 
“in concerti” as “in consorts,” suggesting that all the voice parts of the family 
participated, and that consort playing, as Holman agrees, indicates the playing of written 
music.45 Hill interprets “nell’organo” as improvisation to organ accompaniment and 
invokes Diego Ortiz’s writings of 1553 as one method for how melodic instruments 
might improvise over a chordally elaborated cantus firmus in the organ.46 ⁠ Strings playing 
with organ was also standard in other cities; later in the sixteenth century in Cremona, it 
was such a priority that it led to the dispute between Marc’Antonio Ingegneri and the 
cathedral organ builder detailed at the end of Chapter Three.47 
 Come all’improviso can be most reasonably interpreted (as in Hill) to mean 
additional improvisatory techniques that existed independently of organ accompaniment. 
                                                
43 Hill, “The Emergence of Violin Playing into the Sphere of Art Music in Italy,” 344. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Hill, “The Emergence of Violin Playing into the Sphere of Art Music in Italy,” 344 and 
Holman, “What Did Violin Consorts Play in the Early Sixteenth Century?,” 60. 
46 Hill, “The Emergence of Violin Playing into the Sphere of Art Music in Italy,” 344. 
47 See Chapter Three, page 60. 
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Encompassed in this category are the practices of divisions over grounds and popular 
melodies, spontaneous prelude or fantasia-like improvisation akin to solo keyboard and 
plucked string traditions, as well as techniques based on the soloist-tenorista function of 
earlier coppia ensembles. ⁠ Hill connects all of these types of improvised music, that 
violins played with and without organ in Brescian churches during the mid sixteenth 
century, to the types of solo violin repertoire that appear in notation at the beginning of 
the seventeenth century: the canzona-sonata, the cantus firmus sonata, variations, and 
“instrumental monody.”48⁠ 
 To what extent are the practices found in Brescia representative of the state of 
bowed strings in other northern Italian cities during the same period? Brescia seems to 
have been a model for civic music in Lombardy during the sixteenth century, employing 
multiple civic ensembles of various types at any given time, and Brescian ensembles 
were employed in the cities of Mantua and Parma, influencing practices in other musical 
centers of the region.49⁠ Brescians also seem to have been model professional violinists, as 
more violinists in Venetian ensembles during this period were of Brescian origin than any 
other Italian city, especially those of the scuole grandi.50⁠ Cremona is a relevant 
contemporary environment to Brescia because its musical scene, though smaller than 
Brescia’s, was heavily influenced by the lutherie industry, and its cathedral, like the 
Church of Santa Maria dei Miracoli in Brescia, was a bastion of string playing and string 
education. Brescia was also a significant source of instrumental for the entire Lombardic 
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region, as it was a center for the publication of canzonas by Maschera, Mortaro, Beretta, 
Canale, Gussago, Lappi, and Antegnati (Figure 4).51⁠ 
 
The Influence of Northern Italian Luthiers 
The region from which we have the first evidence of violin playing in a church 
setting was heavily impacted by the strength of the violin making industry. Cremona and 
Brescia were the most important centers of violin making during this period, in Italy or 
elsewhere. The contributions of two luthiers from this region standardized the 
instrument’s shape and established its acoustic profile. Andrea Amati, a Cremonese 
luthier born c. 1505, lived in the same parish of Cremona as the Monteverdi family, and 
his sons Antonio and Girolamo grew up alongside Claudio and his siblings. Andrea 
Amati’s violins were well known during his lifetime and continued to be prized as the 
violin family grew in popularity after his death in 1577. Andrea’s renown was such that 
in 1554, he made a consort of violins for the King of France.52⁠ He is among the first 
luthiers to have made violins with four strings rather than three, and he is credited as the 
first to create a vertically-played bass violin in a style that matched the smaller members 
of the violin family around 1538. The Amati’s contribution to the field of violin making 
is longstanding; Andrea’s sons were both highly regarded luthiers and his grandson 
Nicolo trained both Antonio Stradiveri and Andrea Guarneri.53⁠ 
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 Gasparo da Salò (1540–1609), a Brescian luthier contemporary with Antonio and 
Girolamo Amati, made instruments that were used by the piffari and civic violin bands of 
Brescia and Parma. Gasparo learned his trade from his father and uncle in the town of 
Salò before relocating to Brescia around 1560.54⁠ He seems to have produced many more 
violas than treble violins, especially the larger tenor violas. He also made viols and 
experimented with 12’ and 16’ bass violins, which complemented the ranges of pipes 
developed by Brescian organ makers during the same period.55⁠ His apprentices included 
Gio Paolo Maggini and his son Francesco, who continued his shop until 1615.56⁠ 
 
Bowed String Niches Toward the End of the Century 
During these first decades of its maturity, the violin family belonged to the world 
of professional musicians in both its church music and dance music capacities. The 
sphere of the viol family is slightly more complex. The development of the consort 
voices of the viol in Italy seemingly occurred to facilitate the nobility’s predilection for 
secular polyphony. Viols were certainly among the most appropriate of instruments for 
amateur entertainment; in addition to Isabella d’Este’s instrumental preferences, viols 
have to be played sitting down, and their sound, quieter and darker than that of violins, is 
best suited to intimate settings. Holman notes that the development of the viol consort in 
Italy “coincided with the emergence of a new type of secular song for solo voice and 
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instruments — the frottola.”57 ⁠ 
 Professional capacities for the viol existed but were limited compared to those of 
the violin. When the Valencian viol arrived to Italy as a single size in the late fifteenth 
century, its function was that of a self-accompanying solo instrument like the lute. As 
consort sizes developed and expanded into the sixteenth century, the largest size took on 
a life of its own as a multi-use bass instrument while maintaining its solo application. Full 
consorts could be used to support voices in sacred music in the same way that violin 
bands did in Brescia, but the greater versatility of the violin (volume, compatibility with 
winds, fretless tuning) along with the violin’s strong association with professionalism 
resulted in more violins than viols in Italian churches by the later sixteenth century. The 
viol’s capacity for solo virtuosity with division and viola bastarda techniques, however, 
kept it in the hands of professional musicians.58 Treatises like Silvestro Ganassi’s 1542 
Regola Rubertina, Diego Ortiz’s 1553 Trattado de glossas, Girolamo Dalla Casa’s 1584 
Il vero modo di diminuir con tutte le sorti di stromenti, and Giovanni Bassano’s 1585 
Ricercate, passaggi et cadentie reflect the prevailing techniques among professional 
musicians and distill them for educational and amateur use (Figures 5 and 6). 
 Holman states, “In the second half of the century the association between the 
violin and dance music began to weaken as it began to be used in new performing 
situations, such as Italian churches, and it began to acquire new repertories, such as the 
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canzona.”59 ⁠ Hill has shown that the violin’s involvement in the Church, as established by 
mid-century, began in the early sixteenth century as an offshoot of the tradition of civic 
music. The repertories like the canzona that Holman speaks of are representative of the 
in-church art music tradition that Hill noticed in Brescia, and that can been seen in other 
violin-dominated locales such as Cremona. The early and mid sixteenth century records 
from Brescia and Ferrara have allowed a clearer view of the position of the violin family 
heading into the late sixteenth century, as well-respected, growing in popularity, and 
practical for multiple church music applications. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Choirboys and Their Teachers:  
Choir School Traditions in Sixteenth-Century Italy and Elsewhere 
 
 
The Roles of Choirboys in the Church Environment 
  
 During the sixteenth century, young male singers fulfilled a role that was both 
traditional and functional in a variety of church settings. Choirboys had provided service 
music since the earliest organization of religious institutions in Western Europe, and the 
development of sacred music repertoires over the centuries reflects their participation in 
this rite.60 Whether or not the contributions of choirboys to the sacred musical 
environment included instrumental performance responsibilities for the entirety of this 
period varies from region to region and from account to account. By the late sixteenth 
century, however, when instrumental participation in polyphony was on the rise, and 
monody encroached upon sacred musical traditions, choirboys’ relationship to the realm 
of instrumental performance can no longer be ignored. This chapter details elements of 
archival accounts pertaining to choirboy patronage and education in several Italian 
locales during the sixteenth century, as well as parallel international accounts, in order to 
determine where engagement with instrumental music fit into the educational process and 
the societal function of choirboys. The following chapter examines the education of 
specific Venetian composers, who began as choirboys and became the first to compose 
for instruments in sacred music settings. 
 The musical training of children between the ages of approximately seven and 
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fifteen by churches was financially beneficial to the institution itself as well as to the 
surrounding community. Talented children could become a source of income for their 
parents, and orphans and otherwise impoverished boys could make a living if they 
showed promise. A non-charitable institution might accept a child who demonstrated 
potential, while churches with affiliated orphanages could recruit the most talented from 
their school population. Because certain children had significant potential to earn with 
their skills, entrepreneurial parents and maestri di cappella often treated them as a 
commodity, entering into complex financial contracts with penalties should the child lose 
their abilities or attempt to run away from their custodian.61 
 Training choirboys ensured churches a local population of competent adult 
singers, saving them the expense of having to import choir members from other regions. 
Since an institution’s own choirboys were of low or neutral cost, and any hired choirboys 
only earned about half the salary of adult singers, they were cheaper than falsettists or 
castrati for supplying high parts.62 The majority of churches presented composed 
polyphony only on certain special events and feast days, and because everyday plainchant 
as well as faburden, discant, and other simple polyphony were well within the scope of 
boy singers’ training, a well-maintained group of choirboys could occasionally 
circumvent the expense of employing a regular adult choir. Finally, churches could make 
a profit on their own choirboys by hiring them out to perform for special events and to 
other institutions, which either did not maintain their own or needed to augment their 
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forces for a special feast day or dedication.  
 By the late sixteenth century, female singers appeared in certain circumstances, 
but the majority of children trained in churches remained male. As demand grew for 
talented female singers for monody at the provincial courts during the 1580s and 90s, 
some court chapels like that of the Gonzagas at Mantua sought out young female singers, 
if only to ensure their availability for secular use. The legendary Concerto delle donne of 
Alfonso II d’Este in Ferrara directly influenced the vogue for female voices. Convents 
were the natural exception, the only source of music education for girls comparable to 
what was available to most choirboys. Girls at these locations seem to have been exposed 
to a similar combination of music literacy, vocal technique, and improvisatory skills as 
students at most male institutions. A main difference in their education would have been 
engagement with the lesser-known body of compositions, frequently lauda and other 
devotional songs for all-female voice ranges.63 
 
Pedagogy 
 Choirboys’ studies at most institutions can be divided into four main topics: vocal 
technique, counterpoint, ornamentation, and specialty area. Studies in vocal technique 
encompassed private and group lessons with the maestro di cappella, choral rehearsals, 
and individual practice. Counterpoint studies provided for basic music literacy through 
exercises in both written and improvised counterpoint. Choirboys built their arsenal of 
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passaggi and other formulaic embellishments with ornamentation practice. What I call 
the “specialty area” of a choirboy’s education is the student’s particular area of aptitude.  
While at times training in this area took the form of formal apprenticeships or career 
preparation for those who wished to compose or become castrati, the specialty area is the 
portion of choirboys’ education that appears to have frequently involved instrumental 
performance. It is clear that for many choirboys, engagement with instruments meant 
developing keyboard proficiency. Practical considerations, however, such as the relative 
availability of keyboard instruments, in combination with the accessibility of other 
instrumental virtuosi, suggest that choirboys, especially during the late sixteenth century, 
were valuable as a source of future professional instrumentalists as well as singers. Of the 
main aspects of a choirboy’s education, the only aspect that would not directly benefit 
from access to instruments is vocal technique.  
 Since choirboys were more economical than hired musicians, they fulfilled other 
roles whenever practical. Choirboys were occasionally hired out to perform secular 
music. In one case, a maestro di cappella of the German College in Rome, Ottavio 
Catalani, was fired for neglecting to teach the choirboys to sing liturgical music, being 
preoccupied with having boys perform secular music for private patrons such as the 
Borghese family.64 Organ playing and improvisation was often a significant part of 
choirboys’ instruction, as can be seen in the example of Santa Maria della Visitazione 
degli Orfani on page twenty-seven. This extended to other keyboard instruments later on, 
as in the records of various types of cembalo instruction mentioned below at Santo 
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Spirito in Sassia, St. Peter’s Basilica, and the German College in Rome. Proficiency at 
keyboard instruments provided support for choral singing as well as for voluntary music 
during services. Instances of other instruments functioning in a similar way do occur and 
is discussed in the cases of Trinity College, Cambridge later in this chapter and Cremona 
Cathedral in Chapter Three, along with repertoire at San Marco in Chapter Four. 
 As the seventeenth century approaches, choirboys’ instrumental roles become 
more frequent and diverse. It is significant that the stated aim of Costanzo Festa’s 
contrapuncta, which were frequently used as a counterpoint manual in the instruction of 
Roman choirboys, is to “learn to sing counterpoint, to compose, and to play all 
instruments.”65 Accounts from this period of cities in the Po Valley provide substantial 
evidence for the use of winds and violin family instruments in church music settings, 
while in England, the popularity and practicality of the viola da gamba consort was not 
ignored by church music schools.  
 
Choirboy Patronage 
 Rome, as the capitol of the Papal States and the seat of religious power, was an 
important center of sacred music during the sixteenth century, even when compared to 
more populous cities like Venice and Milan. Rome was among the fastest-growing Italian 
cities during this period, more than doubling its population between the Sack of Rome in 
1527 and the turn of the seventeenth century.66 The Papal States are unique among the 
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Italian provinces during this period in that they were ruled by the Pope rather than a duke, 
such that Rome functioned around a religious court rather than an aristocratic one. Papal, 
civic, and princely ecclesiastical institutions rather than princely courts were the major 
sources of patronage.67 St. Peter’s Basilica, wealthy second-tier churches like Santa Maria 
Maggiore, and religious academic institutions like the German College employed both 
professional and student singers, while also profiting as educational destinations for 
promising young singers from other regions. By the seventeenth century, Rome had 
established a reputation as an important training city for singers.  
 In his study of choirboys in Rome, Noel O’Regan notes that, for most of the 
sixteenth century, nearly all institutions that supported regular choirs employed boys.68  
O’Regan cites the tenure of Pope Nicholas V as the pivotal time for the mainstreaming of 
polyphonic performance in Rome, and the first reference to the employment of boys at St. 
Peter’s dates from the beginning of his reign in 1447.69 The churches of Santa Maria 
Maggiore and Sant’Agostino also mention boy singers in their financial records for the 
first time during the last decades of the fifteenth century, but in fact, evidence for child 
singers at Santa Maria Maggiore in particular can be found as early as the eighth century, 
in the text of Ordo Romanus I.70 During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, however, 
most of the choirboys employed in Rome were not trained locally but imported from 
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institutions in northern Europe. Most maestri di cappella in Rome at this time were also 
northern, a result, it seems, of a more developed polyphonic tradition at northern 
churches during this period.71  
 Churches in Rome had either developed or re-established their own training 
centers for choirboys by the early sixteenth century, perhaps following the influence of 
Pope Julius II’s reform of the choir of St. Peter’s Basilica into the Cappella Giulia in 
1513, when he decided to finance the training of a pool of Italian boys to prevent further 
dependence on imported singers.72 By mid-century, the composition of the Cappella 
Giulia tended towards equal parts boys and adult singers.73 The leadership of Giovanni 
Pierluigi da Palestrina and Giovanni Animuccia after 1551 helped establish St. Peter’s as 
the most important employer and trainer of choirboys in Rome, a model for other city 
institutions. Secondary churches such as Santa Maria Maggiore, which benefitted from 
Palestrina’s experience in 1561, San Giovanni in Laterano, the basilica of San Lorenzo in 
Damaso, and the French national church San Luigi dei Francesi generally employed 
groups of two to four boys for their choirs in addition to what usually amounted to two 
adult singers per part, hiring additional singers as necessary for feast days and special 
events.74  
 Confraternities tended to have less success supporting stable choirs than do large 
churches, but certain Roman confraternities such as the Arciconfraternità del Gonfalone 
and the Arciconfraternità dello Spirito Santo patronized a few choirboys from the early 
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sixteenth century on for the singing of offices and processional music as well as soprano 
parts in sacra rappresentatziones.75  By the end of the sixteenth century, additional 
confraternities such as San Giovanni dei Fiorentini, Santa Maria di Loreto dei Fornai, San 
Gerolamo della Carità, and Santa Maria in Trastevere were able to support boy singers 
long-term.76 Confraternities were such a significant part of the musical landscape during 
this period that in 1584, Roman musicians formed their own confraternity, the 
Compagnia dei Musici di Roma, which apparently supported musicians of such quality 
that singers of the Papal chapel felt threatened.77 It is likely that this institution, too, was 
involved in the training of young singers. 
 Confraternities with orphanages had an easier time maintaining choirboys due to 
the low cost of instructing their own boys. At Santa Maria della Visitazione degli Orfani, 
founded in 1540, boys received singing instruction as early as 1541.78 Some of Santa 
Maria della Visitazione degli Orfani’s choirboys were hired out to other choirs and for 
the processions and feasts of other confraternities. In September 1550, an orphan named 
Guglielmo was paid for playing organ for a feast day at Santa Maria dell’Orto, which 
indicates that some of the same boys were receiving organ instruction.79 Documents that 
survive from the later sixteenth century in regard to the orphanage school of the 
confraternity of Santo Spirito in Sassia suggest that its most talented boys were provided 
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with musical instruction and may have supplemented its church choir, as a Roman singer 
called Stazio was paid to help teach them polyphony.80 Records from Santo Spirito also 
provide evidence of instrumental instruction, as in 1579 the organist Giovanni Battista 
Locatelli was paid an additional stipend to teach the boys harpsichord.81 Unaffiliated 
orphanages or ospedales could also serve as a source of boy singers within the 
community. In Rome, Leonardo Cerusi founded a hostel for homeless boys that became 
the Ospedale or Compagnia del Lettorato. As O’Regan recounts, boys from the ospedale 
were frequently hired out in pairs to sing at processions or in various churches.82   
 Seminaries also occasionally employed boy singers. In Rome, the most significant 
of these was the German College. As part of an unusual arrangement, talented 
seminarians had provided polyphony on top of their theological studies until the 1580s, 
when rector Michele Lauretano, a former choirboy himself, arranged for a small group of 
boys to begin training with maestro di cappella Annibale Stabile.83 By the early 
seventeenth century, the German College had an established choir school of over one 
hundred students, comprising four choirs, which provided the college’s service music in 
rotation.84 
 The contracts and payment records interpreted in O’Regan’s study as well as Vera 
Vita Spagnuolo’s examination of materials in the Roman State Archives for the years 
1589–1590 provide insight into the educational experience and employer relations of 
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many Roman choirboys. Most choirboys worked under a contract between their parents 
or guardians and an educational institution or maestro di cappella.85 Some maestri di 
cappella acted entrepreneurially, entering into contracts with promising boys and hiring 
them out to various institutions, or acting as recruiters for specific patrons or 
institutions.86  
 Roman accounts of choirboy pedagogy include a 1695 document that describes 
the training of choirboys under Virgilio Mazzocchi, maestro di cappella at St. Peter’s 
basilica between 1629 and 1646.87 The account lists blocks of time in which boys 
practiced etudes, trillos and passaggi, theory, improvised and composed counterpoint, 
text setting, and clavicembalo.  Despite its origin at the end of the seventeenth century, 
this account describes mid-century practice and activities that are in all likelihood very 
similar to those practiced at the turn of the sixteenth century, since by then Rome was 
already storied as a “city of choir schools.”88 A document from the German College in the 
1580s confirms the same type of division of singers’ time. Because the choir at the 
German college during this period was drawn from the body of seminarians in addition to 
recruited boy sopranos, students are described as training during their leisure time. The 
activities are in line with those of full-time singers: lessons with the maestro di cappella, 
the practice of written counterpoint on a cartella, rehearsal of printed music, singing with 
the organ and organ lessons, and the practice of passaggi. 89  
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 Surviving training manuals for Roman choirboys give instruction in contrappunto 
and passaggi. A treatise compiled for use by the Nanino brothers Giovanni Maria and 
Giovanni Bernardino, maestri di cappella at San Luigi dei Francesi and Santa Maria dei 
Monti respectively, Regole di contrappunto, survives in more than one copy. Another 
manuscript contains Costanzo Festa’s contrappunti on La Spagna paired with those of 
G.M. Nanino on the same ground, as well as another set on Ave maris stella by Francesco 
Soriano, an early seventeenth-century maestro di cappella of St. Peter’s.90 These 
materials along with other manuals and singer’s notebooks preserved in the Vatican 
Library provide a good sense of the skills valued in choirboys at this time.  
 The success of the singer training systems in place at Roman institutions by the 
late sixteenth century made Rome an important recruiting zone for the courts of northern 
Italy, as will be discussed shortly. Rome’s large population along with the sheer number 
of its religious institutions make it a particularly fruitful source for accounts of choirboys, 
but records of particular interest to the involvement of choirboys with instrumental music 
come from cities in the Po Valley region of Northern Italy. As in Rome, Northern Italian 
churches and court chapels had developed elaborate systems for the procuring and 
training of choirboys by the sixteenth century.  
 The Gonzaga Court at Mantua is a significant source of information pertaining to 
the training of young singers during the sixteenth century. Mantua had been governed the 
Gonzaga family since the fourteenth century, and during the sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries, it was the seat of their ducal court. The reigns of two Gonzaga 
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dukes, Guglielmo and Vincenzo, are relevant to the period of this study. Guglielmo 
Gonzaga, who reigned as Duke between 1550–1587, was considered among musicians “a 
prince who appreciated and understood their art.”91 Guglielmo himself composed at a 
respectable level, published at least one set each of madrigals, motets, and magnificats, 
and kept artistic correspondence with many composers, including a twenty-year 
friendship with Palestrina.92  Guglielmo’s son Vincenzo Gonzaga reigned between 1587 
and 1612 and spent even more money than his father patronizing the arts. He is most 
famous as the patron of Claudio Monteverdi, who served at the Mantuan court from 1590 
until Vincenzo’s death. Information from the correspondence of these two Dukes in their 
efforts to obtain court and chapel musicians contributes important context to the image of 
young singers’ educations during the late sixteenth century.  
 Duke Guglielmo’s standards for hiring castrati in 1583 included the following 
caveats:  
. . . principally that they should be good Catholics and modest youths so that we can 
hope for long and happy service from them. They should sing in a secure manner and 
have good voices. And if they know contrapunto and how to accompany themselves 
on the lute, they will be appreciated all the more . . . .93  
 
Expectations of this type confirm aspects of young singers’ education that would have 
been considered standard. Not all choirboys became castrati, of course, but this example 
summarizes career preparedness goals for those who did. From Roman accounts we 
know that contrapunto studies were standard at large choir schools, so if the ability to 
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play the lute is held to the same esteem, we can determine that choirboys’ access to lute 
instruction would have been relatively widespread as well. 
 Guglielmo made several inquiries into hiring musicians from Rome in 1586. His 
correspondence indicates that he was interested in a few singers, the composer Luca 
Marenzio, and Giovanni Battista Giacomello (del Violino).94 Susan Parisi in her study of 
the Gonzaga court’s process of recruiting musicians confirms that Giacomello (a.k.a. 
Giacometti) del Violino and the renowned falsettist Giovanni Luca Conforti were 
successfully brought to court with the help of the Gonzagas’s rigorous agent, Paulo 
Faccone.95 Parisi’s work details the activities and processes of Faccone and other 
musician-recruiting agents in Rome, Venice, and Florence. Faccone himself was a singer 
of the Papal Chapel, eventually becoming maestro di cappella. He used his prestige in 
Rome and connections abroad to procure high-quality singers and instrumentalists for the 
chapels and cameras of Guglielmo and Vincenzo as well as Vincenzo’s son Ferdinando, 
all of whom paid him a stipend to do so.96 Several of Faccone’s negotiations and 
transactions pertain to the treatment and education of young singers. In these records 
Parisi has found that the Mantuan court was interested in two main types of musicians: 
virtuosi and “adolescent singers between the ages of eleven and fourteen whose voices 
had not yet fully developed but who showed signs of musical talent.”97 This was all to the 
end of maintaining a high-quality choir with stable membership for the court chapel.98 
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Parisi provides the following detail about the choirboys sought by the dukes:  
Many of the children the Gonzagas tried to recruit were either orphans or came from 
poor families. By offering them shelter, food, clothing, musical training, and a 
contract, the dukes greatly increased the likelihood that they would remain in service, 
and, in the case of boy sopranos, that they might consent to have themselves 
castrated. But even if the  latter did not take place, boy sopranos were highly 
desirable since in the four or so years before their voices changed they could be 
substitutes for castrati, who were not easily found.99  
 
 We can identify a number of string players who were local and who likely 
received their training at the Mantuan court or who were recruited from abroad as youths 
and spent most of their lives serving the Gonzagas. Among these are Salamone Rossi, 
Luigi Farina, Orazio Rubbini and Giovan Battista Rubbini, and Francesco Barberoli.100 
Since the young musicians that the Gonzagas sought out were trained primarily as 
singers, the careers that these musicians led as string virtuosi indicate that significant 
instrumental training was readily available to choirboys at the Mantuan court. The 
proximity of instrumental music and secular music in general to the singing students of a 
court chapel was naturally different than that of students of an independent church choir 
school, however, when we consider that Gonzaga chapel choirboys were held to similar if 
not higher levels of singing ability. The degree to which these students were able to 
explore instrumental performance is remarkable, and it indicates that at least some level 
of non-keyboard instrumental education in church settings would not have been unusual.  
 The patronage and pedagogy of choirboys outside of Italy have sometimes 
provided models for institutions in Italian cities. Musicians from northern Europe and the 
Low Countries served as models for Rome’s sacred-music education environment in the 
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late fifteenth century, while other international systems, though geographically separate, 
operated quite similarly. This study’s primary concern with choirboy patronage and 
education outside of Italy are the additional examples of instrumental instruction that 
have survived, for, while significant examples from Italian regions do exist, their relative 
records from elsewhere in Europe help to strengthen the context for instrumental 
instruction.  
 
English Choirboys and the Viola da Gamba 
Perhaps the best-documented cases of choirboys playing instruments in a church 
setting come from England during the last decades of the sixteenth and first decades of 
the seventeenth centuries. The English choir school tradition is documented much more 
thoroughly than those in the Italian principalities during this period. It reflects a similar 
division of educational priorities to those in Italy. Fortuitously, surviving English sources 
are exceptionally clear about when and how choirboys engaged with instrumental 
performance. In comparing English and Italian choir school traditions, it is especially 
important to be mindful of how theological disparities and other effects of the English 
Reformation resulted in differences in the liturgical demands placed on young church 
musicians. It stands however that at this time the English choir school tradition was only 
decades removed from its roots in centuries of Catholic liturgical function. The period in 
question also coincides with the reign of Queen Elizabeth I, who was a moderate enforcer 
of Protestantism and relatively tolerant of Catholic practices when compared to her 
predecessors.  
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 Ian Payne has completed the bulk of the work on instruments, especially the viol 
family, in use in English churches during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries. His study of instrumental music at Trinity College, Cambridge at the turn of 
the century provides a valuable cross-section of how and when viols were used by 
choirboys. Trinity College purchased a consort of viols in 1594, which Payne posits were 
“used almost certainly as a medium for domestic music making and very probably later 
as a means of accompanying some of the verse music performed in the chapel.”101 John 
Hilton was choirmaster of Trinity College Chapel between 1593 and 1609. Payne 
suggests that although there is no specific evidence for the use of viols in the chapel 
before 1594, “the flourishing of instrumental music in the college, coupled with the fact 
that privately owned viols featured in some seventeenth-century probate inventories,” 
indicates that the college’s choirboys were exposed to viol playing prior to that year.102 
 The next choirmaster of Trinity College, Thomas Wilkinson, is now known as a 
composer whose surviving verse anthems with viols were likely composed for use in 
Trinity College Chapel. Additionally, Payne notes that “the pavans for five viols by 
Wilkinson and Mason [Trinity’s following choirmaster] in Add. MSS 30826-8 are in a 
conservative style which is an outgrowth of sixteenth-century church music.”103 He 
suggests that they may have been used as voluntaries before the anthem “since both the 
tonality and character of all of Wilkinson’s and most of Mason’s pavans would have 
fitted perfectly with, for example, the viol accompaniments of Wilkinson’s verse 
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anthems.”104 The concept of instrumental voluntary music as a primary opportunity for 
choirboys to capitalize on the ability to perform instrumentally is discussed further in the 
case of Cremona.  
 The proliferation of viol playing at Trinity College Chapel in particular seems to 
have waned by the mid-sixteenth century, when music involving organ and sackbut 
seems to have come into higher fashion. Payne found that the organ was repaired for the 
first time in a while around 1615, at the same time that large stipends for sackbut players 
appear.105 The Cambridge waits have an increased presence in Chapel records around this 
period as well, which together with the trend for organ and sackbut suggest that sacred 
music after the Italianate concertato style may have been on the rise.106 It is not without 
significance that the university waits sometimes doubled on string instruments, however, 
as even in the sixteenth century, the wills of members of the waits included listings of 
several viols and violins.107 Chapter Five further explores the implications of waits and 
piffari playing string instruments. 
 Payne’s study of viol playing at English cathedral churches lists known dates that 
various English institutions acquired consorts of viols: as early as 1550 at Exeter 
Cathedral, the 1580s at Ely Cathedral, and 1595 at Lincoln Cathedral.108 Ian Woodfield’s 
work on the subject suggests that viols were taught at the cathedrals of St. Paul and 
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Westminster as well as in the Chapel Royal as early as the 1550s, but Payne clarifies that 
those records all pertain to privately owned instruments, as those institutions didn’t 
purchase full consorts of their own until the last decade of the sixteenth century.109 The 
procedure of instrumental teaching at these locations did not always fall to the 
choirmaster, since they themselves were not necessarily proficient at the newly acquired 
instruments. Payne notes that lay clerks with sufficient viol playing experience often 
served as instrumental instructors.110 It is reasonable to extend similar training divisions 
to the broader choir school tradition, such as at Italian churches, where instrumental 
training would have been the responsibility of the relevant professional, already in the 
employ of the institution’s instrumental cappella.  
Payne has suggested that for English choristers, non-keyboard instrumental 
performance such as in viol consorts was part of a response to the changing function of 
music in the English church:       
Most cathedral authorities arranged for apt boys (usually, but not exclusively, 
choristers)  to be taught to play instruments which, prior to the 1590s, were usually of 
the stringed keyboard variety at the institutions studied. The underlying pre-
Reformation motive was  probably the supply of a number of able organ players who 
could be called upon to play the organs in services or deputize for the organist. After 
the Edwardine reformation, however, there was an additional reason for such 
teaching: the abolition of elaborate polyphony and the reduction of the number of 
daily services from ten to three left choristers with less to occupy them, and teaching 
them to play on viols (probably in addition to keyboard instruments) was a profitable, 
educative, and vocational way of  filling their leisure time.111 
 
 The same reasoning cannot be applied exactly to the situation at Italian choir 
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schools, but the concept of instrumental performance as a “profitable, educative, and 
vocational way” of occupying spare time is as valid in Catholic traditions as in Protestant 
ones. In both regions, new styles of liturgical music made instrumental proficiency 
especially practical. In England, a new niche for viol consorts arose with the composition 
of consort anthems for services. In Italy, the ability to play consort and melodic 
instruments made choirboys doubly useful as the concerted style of sacred music rose in 
popularity toward the turn of the century. 
 Instrumental performance also provided an additional route for the development 
of musical skills that were already deemed important to choirboys. Improvised 
counterpoint could be effectively practiced instrumentally as well as vocally, and in fact 
the skill was valued just as highly among professional instrumentalists, as we know from 
accounts of secular consorts. Counterpoint manuals in use at Roman choir schools like 
the Nanino brothers’ Regole di contrappunto and Soriano’s Contrippunti include 
examples of Festa’s contrapuncta exercises on La Spagna and Ave maris stella, which 
Festa had stated were for use in learning to play instruments as well as to compose and 
sing counterpoint.112  
 Discant technique, too, could be practiced instrumentally. Christopher Simpson’s 
Division Viol is subtitled The Art of Playing ex tempore to a Ground (Figure 7). Though 
published as late as 1665, the appearance of Simpson’s treatise reflects mainstream 
demand (by amateur and middle-class players) for the technique based on vocal discant 
improvisation that was already well established among professional instrumentalists at 
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the turn of the century. In addition to counterpoint improvisation, instrumental 
performance could provide extra opportunity for the development of ornamentation and 
passaggi, especially the protocol of its execution in an ensemble setting. Finally, the 
ability to play instruments would have extended advantages to the study of written 
composition: instruments provide an extra tool for the visualization and audiation of 
polyphonic lines as well facilitate students’ compositional experimentation with broader 
genres, including the new concertato style. Any student who hoped to be hired at court 
would have required familiarity with secular genres as well as sacred. 
 The well-defined accounts of instrumental involvement in England stand to 
emphasize the apparent value of instrumental engagement in the education of choirboys 
during the sixteenth century. In Italy, the frequency of references to keyboard and 
plucked string proficiency in Rome and Mantua, combined with the widespread 
popularity of bowed strings in locales like Cremona and Venice as discussed in Chapter 
Three are responsible for the establishment of an educational environment which resulted 
in the increased priority of instruments in sacred repertoire evident at the end of the 
sixteenth century and during the early seventeenth century.  
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Chapter 3 
Composer Education: 
The Provenance of Venetian School Composers and their Students 
 
The Venetian School 
The benefits of instrumental education are evident in the musical output of 
composers of the so-called Venetian School. The body of repertoire established by the 
composers discussed below developed in church settings with well-documented 
instrumental practices and contains several of the earliest pieces with parts designated for 
specific instruments. An overview of Venice’s unique political and religious environment 
is followed by discussion of the provenance and educational experiences of the individual 
musicians responsible for the Venetian School.  Because of his music’s special proclivity 
for strings and the pro-violin atmosphere of his home town of Cremona, elements of the 
education and pre-professional activities of Claudio Monteverdi, one of the most 
prominent figures in this compositional school, are examined as a brief case study at the 
end of the chapter. 
The Venetian School of composition refers to the practices of the musicians active 
in Venice at the Basilica of San Marco from the second half of the sixteenth century into 
the early decades of the seventeenth century. The stylistic concept encompasses 
compositions and performance conventions enacted by a chain of San Marco’s maestri di 
cappella and organists from Adrian Willaert through Claudio Monteverdi. The Venetian 
School’s relationship to the previous chapter’s discussion of the education of choirboys is 
that the majority of composers to whom this label is attached, who are largely Italian-
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born and trained, were products of the type of educational system that I have investigated 
as well as among the first composers to designate instrumental parts in sacred music.  
 
The Venetian Environment 
Until the mid-sixteenth century, the musical situation in Venice was comparable 
to that of other large Italian cities. Venice established its choir school tradition roughly a 
century before Rome did; a document from 1403 mentions the formation of a singing 
school at the church (basilica designation occurred in 1520) of San Marco “to provide the 
choir with trained singers of Venetian birth.”113 This interest in local singers, similar to 
the attitude in Rome at the beginning of the sixteenth century, suggests that Venetian 
institutions, too, had been functioning with singers imported from Northern Europe and 
the Low Countries. By 1486, the date from which the first roster of singers at San Marco 
survives, the choir consisted of ten adult singers and twelve choirboys.114 By the sixteenth 
century, the prominence of the Venetian republic and its port city was well established. 
With a population nearing 100,000, its musical establishments quickly surpassed those of 
Rome and many smaller inland cities.115 As in Rome, a sacred institution rather than an 
aristocratic court supported the majority of the city’s musical activity. Venice’s unique 
political structure made San Marco the center of both liturgical and civic music. 
Many of Venice’s confraternities and smaller churches also supported choirs and 
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musically trained boys.116 The scuole grandi, a group of Venice’s largest charitable 
confraternities with diverse membership, were major musical patrons. Individual scuole 
often attempted to assert their prestige over other institutions with grand displays of 
pageantry, maintaining large groups of singers and instrumentalists in the process.117 
Instrumental music seems to have been important to the proceedings of the scuole grandi 
from a relatively early stage, and in fact the first use of the term “violoni” in reference to 
a group of string players is found in scuole records from the early sixteenth century.118 
While San   Marco and the scuole grandi were the most significant employers of 
musicians in Venice during the sixteenth century, the unaffiliated churches of Santa 
Maria Gloriosa del Frari and San Stefano maintained small choirs and took cues from the 
larger institutions in their hiring of instrumentalists toward the end of the century.119 
Civic music in Venice revolved around the activities of the Doge, the elected 
leader of the republic of Venice, which included the city and the entire region of Veneto. 
The Doge’s palace and San Marco, connected by a central wall, looked out onto the 
Piazza San Marco, an open square which served as a marketplace and a venue for public 
celebrations and other ceremonial events. The Doge supported his own musicians, the 
most prestigious of which were the wind players, the pifferi del Doge.120 Pifferi (also 
spelled piffari, literally “pipers”) or wind bands, which in the sixteenth century were 
frequently manifest as shawm consorts augmented by sackbuts, dulcians, cornetti, 
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bagpipes, and other loud instruments, were commonplace civic ensembles, and in cases 
where they were not maintained by an aristocrat or official such as the Doge, they were 
employed by cities themselves. 
The duties of the Doge’s pifferi included accompanying processions, giving 
public concerts, and contributing to city celebrations of important feast days and 
festivals.121 Venetian pifferi of note include the Bassano family, several members of 
whom were recruited to England by Henry VIII around 1540, and Silvestro Ganassi, 
whose second treatise Regola Rubertina demonstrates that he was also an experienced 
string player (Figure 5).122 The practice of string playing by pifferi and other loud bands is 
well documented and also occurred in Brescia.123 There is reason to believe that pifferi 
often had some level of involvement with sacred music. In Venice, many of the Doge’s 
pifferi were employed in the chapel at San Marco from time to time, but in Brescia, we 
have direct evidence of the civic wind band being hired to perform at services, as 
discussed in Chapter One. Untexted arrangements of sacred music, which survive in 
some of Petrucci’s collections as well as in written sources associated with wind bands at 
various continental courts, made up at least a portion of the non-improvised repertoire of 
these ensembles (Figure 8).124 
It was during the sixteenth century that Venice became known as a city of music 
publishers, which was a significant factor in spreading the influence of the musicians who 
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worked there. In addition to Ottaviano Petrucci, who published successfully in Venice for 
a short period during the early sixteenth century after relocating from Rome, the 
publishing houses established by Girolamo Scotto and Antonio Gardano were among the 
most prolific sources of printed music beginning in the 1530s and 1540s. The wide 
distribution of prints from the wealth of publishing operations in the city provided 
exceptional exposure for local composers while simultaneously funneling works from all 
over Europe to Venice, reciprocally exposing Venetian composers to international 
trends.125  
The components of the musical chapel at San Marco were the standard of 
organization for large institutions during the sixteenth century. The maestro di cappella 
headed all musical activities, leading the choir and instrumental ensembles, occasionally 
sharing these duties with the chapel’s two organists. The chapel’s pool of singers 
fluctuated between twenty and thirty individuals; early on, about half were adult and the 
other half boys, but the percentage of boys appears to have dwindled into the later 
decades of the century as castrati came into higher fashion. A record from 1562 indicates 
twenty-four adults and five boys.126 The instrumentalists that San Marco employed during 
the late sixteenth century were responsible for both supporting the voices of the choir and 
providing separate instrumental music.127  Additional singers and instrumentalists were 
hired as necessary for important feast days. The size of both choir and instrumental 
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ensemble increased steadily into the seventeenth century, as Venice’s political prestige 
and relative separation from Rome encouraged grander and more elaborate displays of 
musical prestige.128 This environment offered Venetian composers freedom, resources, 
and exposure unparalleled in Europe during this period. 
The Flemish composer Adrian Willaert held the post of maestro di cappella at 
San Marco for a significant portion of the sixteenth century, between 1527 and his death 
in 1562. His students Cipriano de Rore and Gioseffo Zarlino were the next two musicians 
to occupy the position, and though Rore sought other employment after only one year, 
both solidified Willaert’s influence upon the reputation and style of music associated with 
the Basilica and the city. Willaert and Rore were among the last maestri to be imported to 
San Marco during this period; by the late sixteenth century, Venetian musicians, simply 
by association with the chapel of San Marco and the aura of musical eminence cultivated 
by the court of the Doge, were among the most respected and sought-after in Europe.  
Willaert’s contributions to the Venetian style include developments in madrigal 
composition as well as the cori spezzati style which predominated at San Marco for the 
rest of the sixteenth century. According to Zarlino, he was the first maestro of San Marco 
to experiment with cori spezzati, dividing the choir between the two organ lofts for 
antiphonal and “surround-sound” effects in performance.129 Willaert exploited these 
effects in composition, beginning with his “Salmi spezzati,” which appeared in Angelo 
Gardano’s 1550 print Di Adriano et di Jachet: I Salmi appartinenti alli vespri per tutte le 
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feste dell’anno, parte a versi & parte spezzadi accomodati da cantare a uno & duoi 
Chori.130 Willaert’s Lauda Jerusalem from, also from I Salmi, is composed for two choirs 
of four voices each.131 The choirs alternate verses for the body of the psalm text and only 
come together at the end for the doxology, where the text is less of a priority and the 
eight-voice tutti can proceed most dramatically.132 In the published I Salmi, Gardano 
entrepreneurially suggested that the psalms in the collection could be performed by a 
single four-voice choir, which is true if alternation is skipped and doubled parts are 
removed from the tuttis. In the case of large institutions like San Marco with two organs 
and diverse instrumental forces, however, the antiphonal elements could be exploited to 
maximum effect. It is likely that some level of instrumental doubling or voice 
replacement took place during Willaert’s time; these practices are discussed in Chapter 
Five.  
The significance of instruments at San Marco even during Willaert’s tenure can 
be seen among Willaert’s own instrumental output, which includes many canzonas and 
ricercares, some of which appear in the first book of Fantasie, Recercari, Contrapunti a 3 
voci, a 1559 publication of Gardano (Figure 9).133 The subtitle includes the label per ogni 
sorte di stromenti just like Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli’s later collections of canzone e 
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sonate. Willaert’s collection, while for a smaller number of instruments, includes settings 
appropriate for multiple consort arrangements, with a cantus partbook encompassing a 
variety of C and G clefs. This demonstrates Willaert’s familiarity with the range needs of 
both string and brass ensembles.  
The composers who followed Willaert at San Marco in the later decades of the 
sixteenth century were more frequently of Italian origin, a trend that began to overturn 
the assumption of Franco-Flemish superiority in music that proliferated for much of the 
late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. Willaert’s immediate successor Rore was also 
from the low countries, but he left the position quickly and Gioseffo Zarlino, the first 
Italian contributor to the Venetian School, took over for a period of 35 years, from 1565–
1590. Zarlino was born in Veneto in the Venetian lagoon town of Chioggia. He was 
educated by the Franciscan order in Chioggia, probably at Chioggia Cathedral or at the 
Scuola di San Francesco.134 His musical education took place at Chioggia Cathedral 
under organist Marco Antonio Cavazzoni and Francesco Maria Delfico, a Franciscan friar 
with music theory expertise.135 
Zarlino was employed as a singer and organist at Chioggia Cathedral from 1536 
until he began studies with Willaert in Venice in 1541.136 Born in 1517, Zarlino would 
have been approximately nineteen years old when he made the transition from student to 
professional musician. He was active in the Church during his time in Chioggia, taking 
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minor orders in 1537 and becoming a deacon in 1539.137 His move to Venice shortly 
thereafter indicated his ultimate decision to pursue a musical career. Even during his time 
as a student of Willaert, Zarlino built his reputation as a theorist, publishing the treatise 
Le istitutioni harmoniche in 1558, and producing two more pieces while serving as 
maestro di cappella, Dimostrationi harmoniche in 1571 and Sopplimenti musicali in 1588 
(Figure 10).138  
These writings demonstrate extensive experience with instrumental music and 
tuning systems. Le istitutioni harmoniche is the first publication to describe meantone 
temperament in detail, including 1/4-comma, 1/3-comma, and the 2/7-comma which now 
bears the label “Zarlino.” These tunings apply to keyboard instruments as well as string 
consorts, which, in the case of viols, require manipulation of the frets in order to 
accommodate meantone-tempered intervals across all strings. Much of Part I of Le 
istitutioni harmoniche is concerned with the accommodation of pure intervals to 
instrumental performance: 
Et hauendo insegnato li ueri interualli, che si possono adoperare ne i Musicali 
concenti: insegnarò etiandio in qual modo ne gli arteficiali instrumenti si 
vengono a commodare; & di più, in qual maniera si possa fabricare 
vn’Instrumento, il quale contenga ogni Genere di Harmonia.  
 
And having taught the true intervals that may be used in [vocal] part-music, I will 
also teach the manner in which they can be accommodated to artificial 
instruments, and furthermore, in what way it is possible to construct an instrument 
that contains all the genera of harmony.139  
 
Chapter 5 of Le istitutioni harmoniche, ‘Quello che sia Musica in uniuersale, &. 
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della sua Divisione’ describes vocal music as “natural” and instrumental music as 
“artificial,” and Zarlino divides the categories of “artificial” music into winds, strings, 
and percussion: 
Gli istrumenti arteficiali sono inuentioni humane, & deriuano dall’Arte, & 
formano la Musica arteficiata, che è quella harmonia, che nasce da simili 
istrumenti; & questa si fa in tre modi: percioche o nasce da istrumenti, che 
rendon suono con fiato naturale, o arteficiato; come Organi, Pifferi, Trombe, & 
simili; ouero da istrumenti da chorde, ove non fa dibisogno fiato; come Cetere, 
Lire, Leuti, Arpichordi, Dolcimeli, & simili; li quali dalle dita, & dalle penne 
sono percossi; ouero si sonano con archetti.  
 
Artificial instruments are human inventions derived from art, thus making 
artificial music, which is the harmony arising from similar instruments. This is 
produced in three ways, because it either arises from instruments that make 
sounds by means of wind naturally or artificially, such as organs, fifes, trumpets, 
and so on, or from string instruments, which do not need wind, like kitharas, 
lyres, lutes, harpsichords, dulcimers, and so on. The latter are struck by fingers or 
plectra, or are played with bows.140  
 
During his time as maestro di cappella at San Marco, Zarlino composed less than 
both his predecessors and followers, but composition by other members of the chapel, 
including the organists Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli, flourished.141 Zarlino’s 
contributions to the chapel were more organizational; the size of both vocal and 
instrumental ensembles increased and the virtuosity and compositional abilities of the 
musicians under his direction boosted the stature ofSan Marco’s musical chapel during 
his charge. Notable musicians hired under Zarlino include some of the chapel’s core wind 
players, the Dalla Casa brothers and Giovanni Bassano.142 In 1568, he established a 
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separate permanent instrumental ensemble for the celebration of feast days.143 As David 
Bryant has noted: 
Payment records for the years 1586–7 mention up to 12 supplementary 
instrumentalists: mostly cornetts and trombones, but also up to two violins. By the 
early 17th century, the use of strings increased but winds still dominated: a 
payment to extra musicians brought in for Christmas Day 1603, for example, lists 
four cornetts, five trombones, one bassoon, two violins and one violone.144  
 
The first sacred compositions for voices with designated instrumental parts to be 
performed at San Marco were composed by the Gabrielis during Zarlino’s tenure.  
Andrea Gabrieli served as organist at San Marco between 1566 and his death in 
1585.145 Born in 1532 in the Cannaregio district of Venice, possibly in the parish of San 
Geremia, he may have received his early education singing at the parish church.146 That 
his first published madrigal appears in a Vincenzo Ruffo print of 1554 suggests that he 
spent some of his teenage years in Verona, possibly studying with Ruffo at Verona 
Cathedral where the latter was maestro di cappella.147 By the late 1550s, he was back in 
Venice working as an organist at the church of San Geremia. Between this position and 
his ultimate hiring at San Marco, Andrea appears to have worked in German regions as 
well as Milan.148 Thanks to a contact with Orlando di Lasso, he attended the 1562 
coronation of emperor Maximillian II while under the employ of Albrecht V, Duke of 
Bavaria.149 At the end of 1565, Andrea filled in for San Marco organist Annibale 
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Padovano who never returned from leave, assuming the permanent position shortly 
thereafter. 
Andrea Gabrieli’s compositional style while at San Marco reflects the cori 
spezzati technique brought into vogue by Willaert. Voices in these compositions tend to 
function as groups rather than individually, and the participation of instruments in his 
later large-scale works is evidenced by ranges wider than vocally comfortable and 
designations such as “a cappella” on certain part groups.150 Labels of this type seem to 
have been used to separate vocal choirs from other groups, which were supported or 
supplied instrumentally.151 These implied, practice-based elements of Andrea Gabrieli’s 
music allow a view of instrumental participation on the very crux of specifically 
designated parts. 
Claudio Merulo, having beaten Andrea Gabrieli at the audition the first time he 
applied, had been one of San Marco’s organists since 1557.152  Merulo held his post until 
1584, the year before Andrea’s death. Born in the Po Valley town of Correggio in 1533, 
Merulo’s early education may have taken place with Tuttovale Menon or Girolamo 
Donato, and it is thought that he later went to Venice to study with Willaert.153 He served 
as organist of Brescia Cathedral in 1556 before winning the position at San Marco.154 
Merulo experienced great success as a composer and instrument consultant during his 
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years in Venice. He wrote many ceremonial works for San Marco, and his madrigals 
were performed at several Ducal weddings.155 He successfully lobbied for an increased 
registration on one of San Marco’s organs early in his employment, and regularly 
collaborated with the organ builder Vincenzo Colombo, and between 1566 and 1571, he 
operated a music-publishing venture that produced 35 prints.156 Merulo left his position in 
Venice in 1584 to work at the Farnese court in Parma.157 Between his appointment in 
Parma and his death in 1604 he also worked at the Cathedral of Parma and in the 1580s 
may have spent time at the Gonzaga court in Mantua.158 Merulo’s output of sacred music 
from his period at San Marco is very much in line with Willaert, but his compositions for 
keyboard are of particular interest, displaying a highly refined variety of passaggi and 
other ornamental techniques (Figure 11).159 
Giovanni Gabrieli was born in the region of Carnia, just northeast of Venice, in 
approximately 1554, but spent most of his young life with family in the Venetian parish 
of San Geremia.160 Andrea Gabrieli seems to have taken on financial support of his sister 
Paola de Fais’ family in 1567, including her son and his nephew Giovanni.161 Giovanni 
may have been brought up by Andrea as part of this arrangement, and while his early 
instruction could have taken place with his uncle or at the same parish church of San   
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Geremia, as an adolescent he benefitted from his uncle’s previous relationship with the 
court of Albrecht V by taking the opportunity to study with the kappellmeister Orlando di 
Lasso in Munich.162 Giovanni was employed at the Munich court until Albrecht’s death in 
1579, when he probably returned to Venice. He appears at San Marco in 1584 to fill in as 
an organist after Merulo’s departure to Parma, and was permanently granted the vacant 
organist position in January of the following year.163 Giovanni worked along side his 
uncle in this fashion for several months until Andrea’s death. The younger Gabrieli 
apparently maintained his employment at San Marco despite being elected to a lucrative 
organist position at the Scuole Grande di San Rocco in 1585.164 He apparently had a hand 
in procuring singers and instrumentalists from San Marco as needed to assist in 
celebrations at San Rocco, since a payment record from San Rocco’s name day in 1603 
indicates Giovanni Bassano’s wind band and a bass singer from San Marco among 
numerous other borrowed musicians.165  
Giovanni edited his uncle’s compositions for publication along with many of his 
own; at San Marco he took over Andrea’s duty as composer of large-scale festive works. 
In Giovanni’s later compositions the use of instruments is explicit and frequent, 
constituting what has historically been considered the official “arrival” of instruments 
into the sacred sphere, if at least in highly ceremonial styles. David Bryant cautions that 
most likely “Gabrieli’s employment of mixed vocal and instrumental ensembles in his 
festive church music represents a mere continuation of what, in Venice, were normal 
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performance practices inherited from previous centuries.”166 Giovanni Gabrieli died in 
August 1612. Works published posthumously in 1615 include clear examples of his 
typical instrumental designations; in Surrexit Christus from Sacrae Symphoniae II, two 
cornetts, two violins, and four trombones support three solo voices, and in Iubilate Deo 
omnis terra, published in the same collection, cornetto, trombone, and bassoon are all 
marked “si placet.”167  
Additional figures who spent time at San Marco during the leaderships of Willaert 
and Zarlino include Baldassare Donato (b. 1529) and Giovanni Croce (b. 1557), both of 
whom went on to become maestri di cappella. Donato was working as a singer in 
Willaert’s cappella by 1546, at the age of approximately seventeen.168 He was given the 
position of singing teacher to the boys in San Marco in 1562.169 He also lead singers at 
various scuole grandi during this time, and in 1577 became assistant maestro di cappella 
to Zarlino. He took over as head maestro di cappella at San Marco upon Zarlino’s death 
in 1590, and held the position until his own death in 1603. More is known about 
Giovanni Croce’s early life as he received most of his education at San Marco. Also a 
native of Chioggia, he may have been recruited to the choir school of San Marco by 
Zarlino.170 As an adult he worked as a priest at the church of Santa Maria Formosa before 
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returning to San Marco as assistant maestro di cappella to Donato in the early 1590s, also 
serving as singing teacher in San Marco’s seminary during that period.171 Croce 
succeeded Donato as head maestro in 1603.  
Both Croce, who held the position until his death in 1609, and his successor 
Giulio Cesare Martinengo (maestro 1609–1613) suffered health issues and seem to have 
been relatively weak maestri, since the ensembles at San Marco are reported to have 
suffered a decline in quality until Claudio Monteverdi’s appointment in 1613.172 
Martinengo was educated at the Scuola degli Accoliti in Verona, and worked as a singer 
at Verona Cathedral until taking the maestro di cappella position at Udine Cathedral in 
1600.173 Like Croce and Donato, Martinengo was noted for his expertise as a singing 
teacher.174 
Claudio Monteverdi left his prestigious court position in Mantua for the maestro 
di cappella position at San Marco in 1613. He brought improved management to the 
chapel, revitalizing its library with new partbooks and hiring new singers and 
instrumentalists.175 He composed prolifically for the feast days and ceremonial events of 
San Marco and some of the scuole, in addition to his secular collections and commissions 
from various patrons.176 Despite the brief period of disorganization that preceded his 
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tenure, Monteverdi came to San Marco at a time when Venetian music was renowned 
throughout Europe. Collections of music by San Marco’s previous musical figureheads 
had been in wide circulation, and the reputation of instrumental virtuosi like Bassano was 
still high. In the decades before Monteverdi’s arrival, the tide of influence had begun to 
change such that international musicians began to come to Venice to study rather than the 
other way around. Venetian music was held in particularly high esteem in Northern 
Europe, at German and Danish courts. Hans Leo Hassler, Heinrich Schutz, Morgens 
Pedersøn, and Hans Nielsen were all sent to pursue the particularly Venetian ceremonial 
styles of composition that had developed under Willaert, the Gabrielis, Donato, and 
Croce.177 
By the time Monteverdi arrived, instrumental music at religious institutions like 
San Marco and the scuole grandi was well established. In addition to the practice of 
supporting or replacing vocal parts with instruments, purely instrumental canzonas and 
sonatas were frequently performed to add grandiosity to various solemn occasions. San 
Marco is an exceptional case; along with its significance as a basilica, factors including 
the presence of the Doge’s household, numerous noble patrons, other wealthy and 
competitive institutions, and relative distance from Vatican regulations culminated in the 
thriving of instrumental music in an environment of reliable record keeping. Even 
without the advantages enjoyed by San Marco, other institutions throughout Italy and 
beyond saw San Marco as a model of musical excellence during the late sixteenth 
century. Conversely, it is important to remember that the situation at San Marco 
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developed from practices that already existed throughout the region during the period, 
and as such represents an expansion from the norm rather than complete divergence. 
 
The Case of Monteverdi at Cremona 
Claudio Monteverdi presents another case that, while in some ways also 
exceptional, represents an experience that I believe was becoming increasingly common 
towards the end of the sixteenth century. The main way in which Monteverdi’s case is 
exceptional is in how well his life is documented, especially compared to his 
predecessors and contemporaries at San Marco. The other way in which Monteverdi’s 
experience may have been exceptional is due to the locale of his education; the state of 
music in Cremona during his early life was certainly unique compared to other cities of 
similar demography. These factors aside, Monteverdi’s experience as a student of the 
choir school at Cremona Cathedral provides important context for the musical 
development of the composers of his generation and their immediate predecessors. While 
not all the composers of the Venetian School came from situations like Cremona, it is 
reasonable to believe that Monteverdi’s experience, with minor variations, would have 
been comparable to that of those other composers who went on to foster instrumental 
involvement in sacred music. The remainder of this chapter details elements of 
Monteverdi’s education and pre-professional experiences in Cremona. 
Cremona, situated in the Po Valley in the region of Lombardy, had a late-
sixteenth-century population of about 38,000.178 Unlike the region’s other major cities of 
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Mantua and Milan, Cremona was not the seat of a noble court. The elite class in Cremona 
consisted mainly of wood and textile merchants.179 The artistic centers of the city were 
Cremona Cathedral and the Accademia degli Animosi, which developed as a literary club 
around 1560.180 The instrument-making scene for which the city is now famous was 
active during this period, and included most notably the string instrument workshop of 
Andrea Amati. Cremona seems to have hosted a lutherie school around 1526, possibly 
headed by Giovanni Leonardo da Martinengo, a Brescian luthier with whom Amati 
apprenticed.181 Andrea Amati’s violins were well known during his lifetime and 
continued to be prized as the violin family grew in popularity after his death in 1577. 
Claudio Monteverdi was baptized on May 15, 1567 in the Cremonese parish of 
San Faustino e Giovita. Andrea Amati lived in the same parish, and it is quite likely that 
Monteverdi grew up alongside his sons Antonio and Girolamo.182 Monteverdi’s early 
education took place in the choir school of Cremona Cathedral. Marc’Antonio Ingegneri 
(1535–1592) moved from Verona to Cremona in 1566 and was involved in music at the 
cathedral by 1576.183 It is not clear whether Monteverdi began his studies at the cathedral 
before or after Ingegneri found employment there, but the bulk of his studies took place 
after Ingegneri was made maestro di cappella in 1581. Ingegneri was also active in the 
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Accademia degli Animosi after it expanded to attract musicians and sponsor concerts, 
and it is possible that his involvement could have included some of his pupils from the 
cathedral. 
In addition to the vocal technique, counterpoint, and ornamentation that would 
have made up Monteverdi’s studies as a boy singer in the cathedral choir, it is clear that 
he was exposed to string instruments from a very early age. Even before he relocated to 
Cremona, Ingegneri was renowned as a string virtuoso, performing on both viols and 
violins.184 Ingegneri shared his instrumental expertise with his students at the cathedral, 
and Monteverdi appears to have made such quick progress as an instrumental performer 
that in the dedication of his 1582 Sacrae cantiunculae, he asks for “protection against the 
slanderous tongues of his jealous detractors.”185 
Because of the activities of the Amati family, complete consorts of violins were 
readily available in Cremona during this period, and Ingegneri seems to have made use of 
them in the cathedral. Four-part instrumental music that Ingegneri composed for use at 
the cathedral before serving as maestro appears at the end of his second book of 
madrigals of 1578.186 In the same year, he was given an extra stipend of sixty-two lire for 
the “magnificent concertos and sonatas” he wrote for Christmas celebrations at the 
Cathedral.187 The future Duke Vincenzo Gonzaga made a state visit to Cremona in 
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February of 1581, and likely spent some time hearing the virtuosi of the Cathedral.188 
Monteverdi appears to have performed for him in some capacity during this visit, as in 
his first publication dedicated to Vincenzo, the Terzo libro de madrigali of 1590, 
Monteverdi mentions that he was first introduced to the Duke through “the noble exercise 
of the viola” (Figure 12).189  
During this period, the cathedral musicians seem to have been giving regular 
concerts in addition to providing service music. A 1582 quarrel between Ingegneri and 
the organ builder Giovanni Francesco Maineri, brother of the cathedral organist Camillo 
Maineri, supports the idea that the cathedral string ensembles were performing regularly 
with organ. The string players apparently had to significantly alter their tuning to match 
the pitch of the organ. They must have been collaborating frequently enough that the 
tuning became a large inconvenience, and eventually Ingegneri demanded that the organ 
pitch be raised by a half step.190 Ingegneri’s petition was ultimately unsuccessful, but the 
record of his effort documents to what lengths musicians were prepared to go to allow 
organ and strings to perform together, and further suggests the desire to have strings 
support sacred polyphony in a manner similar to the organ.191 
Ingegneri’s duties as maestro di cappella included leading the choir and 
instrumental ensembles as well as composing both sacred choral and purely instrumental 
music for use in the cathedral. Ingegneri’s vocal composition most resembled that of the 
Roman school, with clear, declamatory text setting in the style of Palestrina. Monteverdi 
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studied composition with Ingegneri in addition to his technical studies at the Cathedral. 
His first collections were published by Ingegneri’s contact in Venice, Antonio Gardano. 
The dedication of the Sacrae canticulae of 1582, as Monteverdi’s first publication, also 
gives credit to Ingegneri as his composition teacher.192 Three more collections of 
Monteverdi’s compositions were published in Venice while he was studying in Cremona, 
his Madrigali Spirituali in 1583, the Canzonette in 1584, and the Libro primo de 
madrigali in 1587.193 
Monteverdi appears to have left Cremona to serve at the Gonzaga court in Mantua 
as early as 1589, at the age of twenty-two.194 By the time of his departure, he had over ten 
years of experience in singing, string playing, and composition with which he could 
compete in the faster-paced musical environment that flourished under Duke Vincenzo’s 
patronage.195 Monteverdi’s experience in Cremona during the 1570s and 1580s outfitted 
him with not only the standard tools practiced by students of choir schools but also a 
specialized skill set derived from the context of instrumental performance in his 
community: virtuosity upon the violins and viols. As a mature composer, this skill set 
manifests itself as an expert knowledge of violin idioms and an authoritative command of 
string polyphony in a body of repertoire that is otherwise vocal.  
The instrumentation of Monteverdi’s Mantuan opera L’Orfeo is a clear example 
of his compositional command of and favor for strings. In the 1609 print by Ricciardo 
Amadino, the bowed strings represented in the instrument list include, in order of 
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appearance, Duoi contrabassi de Viola, Dieci Viole da brazzo, Duoi violini piccoli alla 
Francese, and Tre bassi da gamba (Figure 13). This equals seventeen total bowed strings, 
in comparison to seven wind instruments, five keyboards, and three plucked strings. 
Though the exact translations of certain list entries are somewhat controversial, the string 
requirements roughly translate to two violones (at 16’ pitch), ten violas (likely including 
treble and bass violins and broken into two five-part violin bands in function), two 
piccolo violins (alternately believed to be treble violins, pochette, or true smaller, higher-
pitched members of the violin family), and three bass violas da gamba. The violin bands 
are the heart of the instrumental portion of L’Orfeo, providing ritornelli and sinfoniae and 
supporting choruses. The violini piccoli provide paired embellishment in arias like the 
Possente spirto at the beginning of Act Three, in the same way that paired obbligato 
violins are used in his later monodic motets and mass sections.196 
Monteverdi’s expert use of instrumental forces in the seventeenth century is in 
part a result of the specific and idiomatic instrumental writing that began to develop in 
Venetian institutions like San Marco in the late sixteenth century. The early seventeenth-
century sacred music of other members of the Venetian School like Giovanni Gabrieli 
and Monteverdi’s student Alessandro Grandi also displays these characteristics, while the 
instrumental polyphonic repertoire developed in the Church journeys into the secular 
world via new genres of solo sonatas and canzonas, many for strings, by the next 
generation of Northern Italian composers. Both phenomena are discussed in depth in 
Chapter Five. It is important to view the burgeoning instrumental tradition at the end of 
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the sixteenth century in the historical context of the church’s relationship to instrumental 
music; the rise of concertato style in particular had a unique relationship to the musical 
decrees of the Council of Trent.  
 64 
Chapter 4 
Instrumental Musicians and Their Repertoire in the Church 
 
The employment of instrumental musicians at Italian churches dates back nearly 
as far as record keeping by these institutions. Organs and organists became feature of 
church music as early as the tenth century, but records of other instruments and 
instrumentalists are somewhat less frequent until the later fifteenth century.197⁠ The 
transient nature of professional instrumentalists combined with the possibility that 
musicians employed to sing in churches may have contributed instrumentally makes the 
early use of instruments in the Church hard to pinpoint. By the early sixteenth century, 
names of musicians with specific reference to their instrumental skill become more 
common in church payment records. Both loud wind and bowed string families are 
documented to have participated in sacred music during this period.198  
 
The Politics of Instruments in Sacred Music, as Implied by the Council of Trent 
 
 The Council of Trent and its surrounding ecumenical reforms, c. 1545–1563, had 
a marked influence on sacred music composed during the last decades of the sixteenth 
century, but less of an impact on church music performance practices than is commonly 
thought. The Council’s main issue with the state of church music at the time of its 
convention regarded the infiltration of secular themes into the liturgy. Secondary 
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concerns relating to music included composition and performance choices obscuring 
sacred text and licentious performance among organists. When sixteenth century sacred 
music is considered in scholarly and educational contexts, many seem to associate the 
Council of Trent with a condemnation of instrumental performance in the Church. This 
attitude may stem from a surface familiarity with some statements made by councillors. 
Upon closer inspection of these statements as well as the official decrees of the council, it 
is clear that Church leadership had no interest in banning instrumental performance; 
rather, they wanted to ensure that instruments did not contribute to the problems that they 
already saw in vocal church music. In his preliminary study on the subject, Church Music 
and the Council of Trent, Karl Gustav Fellerer summarizes the Council’s direction of 
influence: “. . . contrary to popular belief, the Council did not concern itself with details 
of musical and stylistic problems, it did insist upon fundamental attitudes, and thus 
established directions for further development.”199⁠ 
 The portion of the Council of Trent that officially addressed church music 
occurred in Canon 8, Session of the Committee 10 September 1562, in “Abuses in the 
Sacrifice of the Mass.”200⁠ The binding decree that church music “must serve to uplift the 
faithful, that its words must be intelligible, and that secular expression must be avoided” 
was passed with the Decrees of the 22nd Session on September 17, 1562.201⁠ An additional 
recommendation from the same session regarding secular infiltration included the 
statements “Churchmen must reject musical compositions in which there is an 
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intermingling of the lascivious or impure, whether by instrument or voice . . ..”202⁠ Fellerer 
reminds us that the “‘lascivious and impure element,’ which the Council of Trent 
reprehended as a thing to be avoided in church music, was based on actual conditions in 
the church life of the time.”203⁠  
 Until the widespread enforcement of the Council’s recommendations in the later 
sixteenth century, churches appear to have become centers of secular entertainment in 
many areas, reflected in accounts like that of Pius V in a 1571 letter to the Bishop of 
Luca: “An extremely detestable abuse has crept in of employing fancy music of every 
description, vocal and instrumental, in the churches through Holy Week; to hear this, 
rather than the divine offices, all the young people of either sex eagerly flock together, 
and experience has shown that sins and scandals no less heinous have been 
committed.”204⁠ This apparently reflected long-standing practices, since in the Concilium 
Senonense of 1528, it was necessary to state that “No actors or mimes may enter the 
church for playing on the tympanum, lyre, or other musical instrument; they should play 
their instruments neither in nor near the church.”205⁠ Secular concerts, theatrical 
performances, and street acts all found their way into sacred spaces during this period, 
attracting more faithful to the Church than the daily divine offices, a phenomenon most 
upsetting to many members of the clergy.  
 More pressing to the councillors, however, were secular echoes in music 
performed during mass itself. Parody masses, widely popular from the late fifteenth into 
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the early sixteenth century, gradually became cause for concern. By 1555, Nicola 
Vincentino wrote that  
the Mass should proceed with dignity and with more devotion than lasciviousness.  
Some will compose a Mass upon a madrigal or a French song or upon a battle,  
and when such compositions are heard in the Church they induce everyone to  
laugh, whereby the temple of God becomes a place to recite lascivious and  
ludicrous things, as if it were a stage  where it is permissible to render every sort  
of music of ridiculous buffoonery and lasciviousness.206⁠  
 
 Such ideological distastes for compositions of this type aligned with the late 
sixteenth-century shift towards a “humanistic declamatory style as close as possible to 
what was believed to be the ancient’s striving for affective expression,” with emphasis on 
homophonic, clearly intelligible text setting over imitative polyphony and word 
painting.207⁠ This combination is demonstrated in the writings of Cirillo Franco, 
Archbishop of Loreto, who supported ancient musical standards just as strongly as the 
Florentine humanists, against which he measured contemporaneous church music. His 
opinion of parody in sacred works echoes Vincentino’s and effectively summarizes the 
Church’s feelings mid sixteenth-century: 
 . . . what the Devil has music to do with the armed man or with the nightingale or 
with the Duke of Ferrara? For the love of God, what numbers, tones, harmonies, 
or movements of the affections can be drawn from an armed man or the Duke of 
Ferrara? Now from this little which I have said draw your own conclusions and 
you will see when I am silent that what I have said concerning the music of the 
Church can be said concerning all other music. When I compare ancient with 
modern music I find nothing good in the latter except the pavane and the 
galliard.208⁠ 
 
 Franco’s frustrations extended beyond what he saw as arbitrary secular symbols 
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in sacred music to issues of text clarity. Commenting on the effects of florid counterpoint, 
he wrote, “Today all musicians place all their beatitude in forcing the singing into the 
fugal form, so that one singer says Sanctus, another says Sabaoth, and the third Gloria 
tua with shouts and groans and garglings, so that they seem more like cats in January 
than flowers in May.”209⁠  
Interestingly enough, as his earlier commentary indicates, Franco took no issues 
with purely instrumental secular music, lauding the dance forms of the pavane and 
galliard. Indifference to instrumental music, and notably ensemble instruments in sacred 
music settings, is a common theme among Tridentine commentators. The Council’s 
largest issue with instrumental music relates to certain habits among organists, which are 
discussed shortly. The only other occasions in which instrumental music is put down is 
when instrumentalists contributed to the general depravity by incorporating secular love 
songs in performance, a problem apparently already prevalent among singers, and cases 
when ornamentation got out of control, covering up the singers. This became an official 
problem when, as Fellerer states, “intelligibility of the text was emphasized as the ideal of 
church music by the Cardinal’s commission of 1564/5.”210⁠ 
 These specific concerns with instrumental music are reflected in commentaries by 
Catholic clergy all over Europe. Discussing church music, Erasmus of Rotterdam offers 
the following:  
Not content with these things, we have introduced a laborious and theatrical kind 
of music into our sacred edifices, a tumultuous bawl of diverse voices, such as I 
do not believe was ever heard in the theaters of the Greeks or the Romans. They 
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crash everything out with trumpets, clarions, reeds, and sambukes, and human 
voices vie with these instruments. There are heard vile love ditties, to which 
harlots and mimes dance. People flock to the sacred edifice as to a theater to have 
their ears charmed. And for this purpose artisans of the organ are maintained at 
high salaries, and troops of boys all of whose time is consumed in learning these 
things, and who study nothing good in the meanwhile.211⁠  
 
 In the official documentation regarding instruments, the Decrees of the Twenty-
Second Session state that “What is customarily rendered with musical rhythms and 
instruments should have intermingled with it nothing profane but only the divine phrases 
of hymnody.”212⁠ Here the councillors go so far as to imply that instrumental involvement 
in sacred music is a standard “custom,” and not one that needs to be abolished but 
regulated, so that it does not become a vehicle for the quotation of “profane” secular 
songs. There is a prevailing attitude that music itself is undivorceable from the Church, 
and among Tridentine documents, there is the recommendation that music, both singing 
and “other fine arts,” be taught in seminary: “In the Twenty-Third Session, Ch. 18, in 
dealing with the institution of seminaries there is the requirement that among various 
other disciplines the young clerics ‘should learn singing and the discipline of the other 
fine arts.’”213⁠ 
 Organists, however, were a significant scapegoat for the Council. As Fellerer 
states, “lengthy and worldly organ compositions” were “particular abuses of the proper 
churchly attitude.”214⁠ Pre-Tridentine Church councils laid the groundwork for this issue. 
These included the Concilium Senonense in 1528, the Synods of Cologne, 1536 and 
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1550, and the Comitia Augustana in 1550, which agreed upon limitations for the use of 
organ in services, and as in vocal and instrumental ensemble music, “ordered the 
elimination of profane notes.”215⁠ Discussion of organ by councillors seems to refer mainly 
to solo performance, offertory music and the practice of subbing portions of liturgical 
chants with organ improvisations in the mass, rather than organ participation in 
polyphony. To this effect, a statement from 1550 maintains that “organs should produce 
no lascivious or secular sound, but, as even ordinary people know, should be religious 
and pious. It is better for the whole pattern to be sung than for part to be left to the organ, 
as is customarily done in certain places, with great abuse.”216⁠ Church officials also put 
forth that organ music “should not arouse more titillation than devotion; nor should it 
produce any sound or representation other than divine hymns or spiritual chants.”217⁠  
 Fellerer notes that “the rejection of organ in the papal chapel and in monasteries 
confirms scruples on its use, which, in the 15th and 16th centuries, was frequently little 
constrained by the requirements of church music.”218⁠ The majority of accounts from 
councillors relating to the organ imply that organists got away with far more than singers 
and other church musicians. Navarrus wrote that organists frequently “played dances, 
displayed their skill, extended their playing to improper lengths, and so interfered with 
worship.”219⁠ There are also accounts of organists practicing in the church, any music of 
their choosing, while divine offices occurred. ⁠ 
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 Fellerer maintains that much of the criticism of sacred music during the Council 
of Trent was complimented by widespread changes in musical taste, during the mid-
sixteenth century toward music sensitive to affect and declamation in the Humanist 
tradition, rather than just the abuses associated with various forms of secular 
encroachment.220⁠ Towards the beginning of the seventeenth century, tastes shifted again 
toward monodic, treble-dominated forms of expression, and quickly enough these styles 
became too closely associated with the secular for the Church’s post-Tridentine attitudes. 
Thus, the effects of the Council of Trent eventually became associated with the 
polyphonic stile antico. ⁠  
 Around 1600, King John IV of Portugal refuted the earlier writings of Archbishop 
Franco in publication, marking the decline of ancient affect-based approached to sacred 
music composition. While both mid- and late-sixteenth century compositional ideals are 
rooted in Humanist scholarship, the former represents more of an attempt at literal 
realization, through modal theory, while the latter represents the functional compromise 
based on ancient ideals. As Fellerer clarifies, “The ancient modes with their established 
affects had been overcome by individuality in musical sensitivity.”221⁠ As part of his 
particularly modern philosophy, John IV stated, “If twenty men were to listen to the same 
work at the same time it is certain that it would not produce the same effect in all of them 
because the ears of each of them are organized in a different way. Even if their ears were 
all the same, there would be a great deal of difference among them in inclinations, 
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humors, tastes, and all things as well.”222⁠ 
 Despite the relative inconsistency of the Council’s effects on music, an interesting 
perspective comes from the correspondence of a Roman composer who, at least 
personally, felt the influence of certain decrees. Paolo Animuccia served as maestro di 
cappella of S. Giovanni in Laterano and later to the Duke of Urbino, and was the brother 
of Giovanni Animuccia, who composed for the papal Cappella Giulia on several 
occasions.223⁠ Richard Sherr has identified a significant letter of Paolo’s to one of the 
Duke of Urbino’s secretaries, a friend of the influential Cardinal Giulio della Rovere, 
from January 1566. The letter was written shortly after the election of Pius V, and in it, 
Paolo unsolicitedly presents himself as a candidate to become “a composer to and 
musical leader of” the Papal Chapel, and proposes to arrange the chapel’s existing 
repertoire of chant and polyphony “so that it would be ‘reformed’.”224⁠ Paolo states his 
assumption that the new Pope must want this sort of reorganization of the chapel music 
“so that the words can be understood and be accompanied by the devout music necessary 
for ecclesiastical functions.”225⁠ This statement reflects the Council’s emphasis on text 
intelligibility as well as the air of sanctity (distance from secularity) desired in church 
music (the necessarily “devout music”). Unsurprisingly, Paolo’s request was fruitless, as 
its enactment would have required Pius to unseat Palestrina as composer of the Papal 
Chapel, as well as to ignore the fact that Animuccia was married, but the blind ambition 
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of the latter composer has provided us with an impression of some of the ramifications of 
the Council’s recommendations upon composers, at least those with significant 
connections to Rome.226⁠ 
 
The Influence of the ‘Stile Concertato’ 
The stile concertato emerged as a sort of stylistic intermediary. Reflective of the 
Humanist-declamatory preferences of the Council active mid-century and headed toward 
monody with its treble-dominated homophony and instrumentally accompanied solo 
segments, it satisfied Church attitudes well enough to avoid scrutiny with sufficient 
compositional liberality for pseudo-autonomous Venice. The use of instruments in stile 
concertato and related styles, though heavy, did not interfere with the intelligibility of the 
texts, since it generally took place as a combination of alternation and homophony with 
the vocal parts. Organs maintained some of their pre-Tridentine roles, as providers of 
introductory and interjectory music, but these functions were limited and in some cases 
shared with other ensemble instruments. Supporting vocal parts became primary towards 
the end of the sixteenth century as continuo-esque practices began to develop, stemming 
from basso seguente practices in even conservative polyphony. By the early seventeenth 
century, fully-developed basso continuo freed voices from polyphonic responsibilities, 
and further expanded the available palate of compositional styles.227⁠ 
 Concertato style and instrumental designations appeared in extra-liturgical genres 
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like motets before they appeared in the mass.228⁠ The first compositions labeled messa 
concertata did not appear until the early seventeenth century. Alessandro Grandi 
approached the style in his 1610 mass, which incorporated specifically designated 
monodic solo voices, and the second book of Giovanni Gabrieli’s Symphoniae sacrae, 
published posthumously in 1615, reflects concertato practices already in place in festive 
masses at S. Marco around the turn of the century (Figure 15).229⁠ Though Gabrieli’s 
collection does not yet include specific instrumental designations in the mass 
compositions, the S. Marco context suggests that ensemble instruments likely supported 
the choral sections.  
 Around this time, violin consorts became a favored vehicle for instrumental 
support in festive ceremonial messa concertata. ⁠ In 1609, Adriano Banchieri described a 
polychoral mass in the vicinity of Bologna in which one choir was made up of “three 
violini di braccio and a tenor voice,” with the other three choirs comprised of a mix of 
viols, trombones, and voices.230⁠ Schnoebelen states that this kind of instrumental voice 
replacement was “probably a widespread practice even when not specified in the 
music.”231⁠ A 1613 collection by Amante Franzoni, at the time maestro di cappella of the 
Gonzaga chapel of Santa Barbara at Mantua, “clearly places instrumental pieces in their 
intended positions during the performance of the mass.”232⁠ These include ritornellos 
before the Introit, a canzona before the Epistle, and sinfonias before the Sanctus and 
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Agnus Dei as well as at the end. ⁠ These practices are significant in their relationship with 
Franzoni, who worked in Mantua alongside Monteverdi until 1605 and again after his 
departure in 1612.233⁠ In this the collection represents practices that had become standard 
for festive sacred music in Mantua between the end of the sixteenth century and the early 
seventeenth century. 
 Despite the distaste that affiliates of the Council of Trent expressed for the 
replacement of sung Proper sections with organ improvisation, a similar practice of 
occasionally substituting sonatas for parts of the Proper existed by the early seventeenth 
century. Schnoebelen notes that in a 1611 collection of Introits, “the Brescian composer 
Valerio Bona speaks of certain abuses in singing the mass — that Introits are frequently 
left out and sonatas for organ or other instruments are played instead.”234⁠ The situation in 
Venice was apparently even more extreme: “Ignazio Donati, in his psalm collection of 
1623 which also includes a mass, says: ‘the Sanctus and Agnus Dei are placed so simply 
and briefly in the Venetian style to hurry them up and to give place to the Concerto for 
the Elevation and to some Sinfonie at the Communion.”235⁠ 
 Instrumental music made its way into prints of mass ordinaries by 1615. ⁠ A mass 
by Francesco Capello is composed as a parody of two canzonas by Antonia Mortaro, and 
the actual canzonas are interspersed between sections of ordinary text.236⁠ In 1615, a 
designation of obbligato violin appears on the printed title page of a mass by Antonio 
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Burlini, and a mass with an independent sinfonia (unrelated to any parody technique) by 
Amadeo Freddi appears in 1616.237⁠ Schnoebelen points out that publications like the latter 
represent the official incorporation of what was previously extra-liturgical music into the 
actual mass structure.  
 Instrumental participation in sacred vocal music during the late sixteenth and 
early seventeenth centuries had four clearly defined functions: to introduce, interject, 
support, or replace. Improvised music or preludial forms like toccatas and entradas had 
introductory function, and preceded performances of important sections of text or 
completely vocal compositions. Canzonas, sonatas, sinfonias, and other more structured 
types of instrumental works were used as interludes, interjecting between Proper texts or 
different sections of the service. The use of instruments as support for vocal parts could 
occur in any type of polyphonic work, and in the case of monodic composition, this task 
fell to the organ or other continuo instruments. The practice of replacing voice parts with 
instruments was common in polychoral works with a large number of parts, but could 
happen in any situation that was convenient. 
 A mass of 1620 by Ercole Porta called specifically for five instruments, two 
violins and three trombones, as well as a five-part choir.238⁠ This work uses the 
instruments in several roles, as harmonic support for the choir throughout the piece and 
especially during ornamental cadences, as occasional embellishment via the violins, and 
for an interlude as a sinfonia between Credo texts. ⁠ Schnoebelen points to Monteverdi’s 
masses as an example of instruments being added to increase the festivity of an occasion. 
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The Gloria from the Selva morale e spirituale calls for an ensemble of two violins plus 
optional violin band or trombone consort. ⁠ This is the only surviving mass portion of 
Monteverdi’s in stile concertato. There were likely more from earlier in his tenure in 
Venice, but this extant Gloria appears to have been part of a mass of Thanksgiving for the 
end of plague in 1631 (Figure 16).239⁠ In this work, the two obbligato violins are more 
melodic, fulfilling introductory and interjectory functions, while the optional ensemble 
would serve to support vocal parts. 
 The evidence provided by Schnoebelen’s study indicates that violins had become 
the preferred instrument for festive masses by the third decade of the seventeenth century. ⁠ 
Between this period and the end of the sixteenth century, the roles of instruments in 
sacred music gradually shifted from fully extra-liturgical, in the cases of separately 
composed canzonas, sonatas, and preludial works, to become fully integrated in the 
liturgical setting, as was the case when instrumental parts were composed to support and 
ornament vocal lines. The four main roles previously identified among instruments in 
sacred music still existed, but came to be more frequently specified in composition as 
opposed to being added as a matter of convenience or taste. 
 
Church-Sanctioned Concerts 
 
 Documents associated with the Council of Trent have shown that secular concerts 
in church, though not officially sanctioned, were a reasonably common occurrence until 
the later sixteenth century. At that time, the tradition continued in some areas, though 
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with greater regulation and more clearly defined purpose. The greatest source of non-
liturgical performances in church settings seems to have been displays for the nobility. In 
Venice, the function of the Doge as both a religious and governmental authority blurred 
the lines between sacred and secular at S. Marco and the surrounding facilities. Music of 
all varieties was used to celebrate civic holidays and sacred feast days, and the time of 
Carnival in particular brought otherwise worldly music into sacred settings.  
 In some locales, state visits by members of the nobility were cause for celebration 
and displays of local talent that sometimes resulted in concert performances by church 
musicians. One such case was the visit of Vincenzo Gonzaga to Cremona in 1581. 
Documents show that Vincenzo heard a musical performance at Cremona Cathedral, and 
because this visit was probably the occasion when the young Claudio Monteverdi, as a 
student in the cathedral cappella, was introduced to Vincenzo “through the noble exercise 
of the viola,” it is likely that Vincenzo heard performances by some of the most 
promising students, some combination of string ensembles with organ, since the latter 
known to have been a frequent collaboration at the cathedral at the time, as well as the 
choir.240⁠ Ingegneri’s job description as maestro di cappella even included the 
responsibility of organizing the “diversos concentus” of voices and instruments for such 
outside occasions.241⁠  
 In discussing the repertoire that may have been featured in concert by church 
musicians in places like Cremona Cathedral, Denis Stevens points to several 
contemporary publications that would likely have been accessible. Cremonese composers 
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frequently had their works published in Venice. Among these and other publications from 
Lombardic regions and central Italian courts, we have “two books of canonic duets for 
‘viole, violini & altri stromenti’” by Agostino Licino from 1545 and 1546, Cristofano 
Malvezzi’s set of ricercari from 1577, a collection of internationally-themed dances by 
Parma composer Giorgio Mainerio in 1578, and in the same year Marc’Antonio 
Ingegneri’s second book of madrigals, which included two arie di canzon francese per 
sonar.242⁠  
 
Genres with Shared Function 
Some genres of instrumental music that developed in church settings gained 
popularity in secular spheres such as at court and in the amateur market. The canzona and 
the sonata, at the time catch-all designations for a variety of ensemble and solo 
instrumental music, appeared widely in publications made in Venice and throughout 
northern Italy. In Syntagma musicum III of 1618, Praetorius actually refers to the 
“canzonas and sinfonie of Giovanni Gabrieli” as sonatas and says that “sonatas are 
composed in a stately and magnificent manner like motets, but the canzonas have many 
black notes and move along crisply, gaily and fast.”243⁠ In practice, the labelling of these 
genres depended on the preferences of the composer or publisher. In the early 
seventeenth century, the term “sonata” is sometimes used to refer to all instrumental 
works in a collection, even when none of the instrumental works are actually titled 
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sonata, as in Buonamente’s 1629 Il quinto libro de varie sonate, sinfonie, gagliarde, 
corrente, e ariette.244⁠ The sonata title supplanted versions of “canzona” by the later 
seventeenth century, and the later distinction between sonatas da chiesa and da camera 
sometimes distinguishes between solemn canzona-like works of the former and the 
dancelike latter.  
 From the late sixteenth century throughout the seventeenth, these works 
maintained sacred functionalities. Sandra Mangsen notes that “seventeenth-century 
ensemble canzonas and sonatas replaced the organ solos formerly heard at Mass, and solo 
violin sonatas were customary at the Elevation.”245⁠ These functions are corroborated by 
the early seventeenth-century mass publications identified by Schnoebelen, who pointed 
out the integration of purely instrumental textures between Proper text sections. It is 
worth noting that in liturgical contexts towards the early seventeenth century, as in the 
case of Buonamente’s 1629 collection, works of this type were also occasionally referred 
to as sinfonias. ⁠ 
 Of the works of these genres that most commonly migrated into the secular 
sphere, ensemble canzonas and sonatas of three to five parts as well as solo compositions 
were the most practical for amateur performance. The ensemble versions were easily 
adaptable to typical viol and recorder consorts, while solo versions for keyboard and lute, 
and later for treble instruments and continuo were also particularly approachable. 
Giovanni Gabrieli’s surviving compositions include canzonas and sonatas ranging from 
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three to twenty-two parts, with those on the larger scale structured polychorally.246⁠ As 
Mangsen notes, “The Venetian polychoral style was influential even on works for small 
ensembles: in one of Nicolò Corradini’s sonatas (1624), pairs of unspecified treble and 
bass instruments engage in dialogue and join together at cadences just as they would in a 
double-choir canzona.”247⁠ Solo sonatas and canzonas in the seventeenth century drew on 
the increasingly popular vocal style of monody. Regarding Dario Castello’s publications 
of 1621 and 1629, Eleanor Selfridge-Field suggests that these “stil moderno” sonatas, 
“while still indebted to the ensemble canzona, are even more closely allied to vocal 
monody,” and though “they often begin with an imitative ‘canzona’, and continue with an 
instrumental dialogue reminiscent of the polychoral idiom,” they also “incorporate 
virtuoso solos or duets, candenzas, and unmistakable manifestations of Monteverdi’s 
affections, especially the stile concitato.”248⁠ 
 It is important to note that these genres were heavily influenced by the sixteenth-
century diminution practices of Bassano and other performer-theorists of the Venetian 
school.249⁠ Many of the earliest solo versions in the seventeenth century are structured as 
variations over a ground bass very much in the vein of sixteenth century division 
improvisation. ⁠ Examples of these include Salamone Rossi’s Sonata sopra l’aria di 
Ruggiero from Il terzo libro de varie sonate of 1613 and even Monteverdi’s Sonata sopra 
Sancta Maria from the Vespers of 1610, perhaps one of the only cases of a sonata which 
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included vocal parts (Figure 17).250⁠  
Whether in sacred or secular settings, the canzonas and sonatas of the late 
sixteenth and early seventeenth century was an important component of the instrumental 
consort repertoire. When played professionally in sacred and festal civic settings, these 
genres tended to be played by piffari and violin bands or in mixed consorts of winds and 
violins, and when played by amateurs, they were more commonly the domain of viol 
consorts and softer wind consorts like recorders and crumhorns. As a significant portion 
of the repertoire of church musicians, these genres necessarily formed a significant 
portion of the output of Venetian school composers and their contemporaries. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Compositional Style: Late-Sixteenth-Century Church Music with Instruments 
 
 
 The proliferation of contexts for instrumental performance in the Church by the 
end of the sixteenth century, from instrumental participation in ceremonial vocal music to 
the purely instrumental genres which developed for use in church settings, is a 
phenomenon closely related to shifts in the training and professional preparation of 
instrumentalists during this period.  The newest instrumental groups, the violin and viol 
families, did not fulfill the same roles as the well-established wind consorts, and as such 
required a different structure for the achievement of professionalism. Through 
examination of the prominent instrumental tradition at San Marco as well as the spread of 
the styles rooted in Venetian instrumental tradition throughout Northern Italy, this 
chapter explores the function of the Church as a newly significant source of professional 
instrumentalists. 
 
The Instrumental Tradition at San Marco 
 
 Beginning in the 1580s, much of the sacred music produced at San Marco in 
Venice developed stylistic attributes inseparable from performance conditions that had 
become standard at the Basilica. The presence of two organs and a highly skilled body of 
wind and bowed string players in combination with decades of using these instruments to 
support and replace voice parts in cori spezzati polyphony, practices which were already 
common during the tenures of Willaert and Andrea Gabrieli, resulted in compositions 
that were not just enhanced by but rather required instrumental participation.  
 84 
The publications of Giovanni Gabrieli are among the earliest compositions that 
reflect this shift. Giovanni Gabrieli included five of his own motets in a posthumous 
collection of his uncle Andrea’s works, Concerti di Andrea et di Gio. Gabrieli, published 
by Angelo Gardano in 1587 (Figure 18a). Several parts of these motets are designated for 
instrumental performance, although the specific type of instrument is left open. In this 
case, the title page of the collection includes the phrase “per voci, & stromenti Musicali,” 
and among the partbooks, parts intended to be sung are labeled “Capella de cantori,” 
while those intended for instruments are only include the name or number of the part 
(Figure 18b).251 In Giovanni’s own collection, the Sacrae Symphoniae published in 1597, 
the title page again includes the designation “per voci, & stromenti Musicali,” and motets 
are interspersed with sonatas and canzonas for eight, ten, twelve, and fifteen instruments. 
The same label of “Capella de cantori” is used to designate parts that are purely vocal. In 
Giovanni’s second volume of Sacrae Symphoniae, published posthumously in 1615, parts 
include specific designations of the type of instrument that is to be used, and motets 
include sections of instrumental sinfonia.  
 Of Giovanni’s motets in the 1587 Concerti, there is one each in seven, eight, and 
ten parts and two in twelve parts. Giovanni’s second to last piece in the collection, 
Angelus ad pastores à 12, is divided into two six-part choirs, with the first containing 
pairs of parts treble, alto, and tenor ranges and the second containing three tenor- and 
three bass-range parts (Figure 19). In this case, Choir I is fully vocal. None of the parts in 
Choir II are designated “Capella de cantori,” so instruments may be used ad libitum. It is 
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telling that the printer has not bothered to include the “Capella de cantori” label in the 
primo choro partbooks, even in pieces where certain parts in the secondo choro are 
labeled as such. This implies that, at least during this period, the auxiliary choirs were the 
ones more commonly supplemented by instruments.252 ⁠ 
 Giovanni Gabrieli published two collections of purely instrumental works, 
Canzoni per sonare in 1608 and, again posthumously, the Canzone e Sonate of 1615. 
These works evidence the exploitation of particularly virtuosic players and provide 
context for viewing certain instrumental parts in the late motets as a similar type of 
exploitation. As David Bryant notes, 
Like the motets, these were probably designed for use in S[an] Marco during mass 
and vespers on the most important liturgical commemorations and greatest 
occasional events; they certainly exploit the exceptionally large resources 
available in the church and the virtuosity of several players, in particular 
Girolamo Dalla Casa and Giovanni Bassano. As in some of Gabrieli’s late motets, 
the ornamentation applied to the melodic lines is similar to that set out in the 
treatises of these two virtuoso cornett players. One is tempted to see, in the 
frequent contrast between a few highly embellished lines and the plainer main 
body of instruments, a deliberate exploitation of their presence in the instrumental 
band of the basilica.253⁠ 
 
These instrumental works display many of the same types of polychoral and soloistic 
compositional techniques that appear in Gabrieli’s motets. Canzoni per sonare is for four 
instruments, two treble, one tenor, and one bass in a single choir, and its relatively equal-
voiced polyphony is perhaps more representative of an instrumental group that would 
participate in music of a less ceremonial nature. In Canzone e Sonate, however, some 
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works are composed for instrumental groups divided into two to four choirs while others 
feature fewer instruments over a continuo-like bass. The polychoral canzone frequently 
feature virtuosi via more ornamented treble parts, in the manner mentioned above.  
 The Canzona XVI à 12 from the latter collection is divided into three four-part 
choirs. Pairs of elaborate treble lines are frequently juxtaposed over slower moving lower 
parts in the individual choirs, and Gabrieli’s predilection for combining string and brass 
colors make this canzona an ideal candidate for the featuring of violins in one choir 
against cornetti in another (Figure 20). The range of the first choir makes it the likeliest 
candidate for performance on violins, with a treble part topping out at A5, as opposed to 
E flat 5 and F5 in the second and third choirs, respectively, as well as the highest tessitura 
of all three choirs’ bass parts. The smaller ranges and lower bass parts of the second and 
third choirs make them appropriate for winds or a combination of winds and strings, with 
both treble parts within cornetto or alto trombone range. The second part of the third 
choir is also within reasonable cornetto range. From part-designated motets such as In 
Ecclesiis (1608), which features two three-part instrumental choirs, one of three cornetti 
and one with a single violin or viola and two trombones, we know that the combination 
of winds and strings within an individual grouping is a reasonable possibility.254 ⁠ 
 The Sonata XXI ‘con tre violoni,’ also published in Canzone e Sonate, features 
three treble violins over a part for Basse se piace & Basso per l'organo (Figure 21).255  In 
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this case, the bass was likely covered by bass violin with organ continuo realization. The 
three violin parts are imitative and all relatively virtuosic, but the first violin part reaches 
a C6 several times, a range which is not frequently exploited until the mid-seventeenth 
century solo repertoire for the violin, with the exception of some of Monteverdi’s violin 
writing. In addition to the already-virtuosic writing, the possibilities for imitative and 
cadential ornamentation are extensive. Compositions like this sonata suggest that the 
violinists at San Marco were of a similar caliber to the wind players.  
 Giovanni Croce inherited San Marco’s exceptional instrumental reserves upon 
becoming maestro di cappella in 1603, and he composed many festive works in the style 
of the Gabrielis. Though much of his sacred compositional output is on a smaller scale 
more suited to a parish church, probably San Maria Formosa where he was employed for 
much of his early life, the works published in Compietta of 1591 and the posthumous 
Sacre cantilene of 1610 show the influence of the community at San Marco as well as the 
later concertato style of Viadana.256⁠ The works of the early 1590s follow the cori spezzati 
style of Andrea and Giovanni, and, like their Concerti of 1587, the title page of Croce’s 
collection Compietta indicates that the works are for performance by voices and 
instruments together.257⁠ The Sacre cantilene of 1610 reflect the fully-developed 
concertato style, with compositions for three, five, and six solo voices with a four-voice 
ripieno choir and basso continuo.258⁠ The ripieno was open to instrumental performance 
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with the option of doubling or tripling the entire group to create polychoral effects ad 
libitum.259⁠  
 When Claudio Monteverdi arrived in Venice in 1613, he already had significant 
experience with the capabilities of consort instruments and virtuoso string playing from 
his time in Cremona and Mantua. Many of his compositions for San Marco are contained 
in the Selva morale e spirituale, an anthology of his previously composed sacred music 
dedicated to Eleonora Gonzaga, which was published in 1640–41, and the Mass and 
Vespers, posthumously published in 1651.260⁠ Prior to these mid-century publications, 
several of Monteverdi’s Venetian sacred works were included in collections by other 
composers.261⁠ Cesare Bianchi used works by Monteverdi in his Motetti, Libro primo of 
1620, including both Adoramus te, Christe and Christe, adoramus te which were 
probably composed for the first Festival of the Holy Cross at San Marco in 1618.262⁠ As 
mentioned in Chapter Four, the Gloria in Excelsis in Selva morale e spirituale was 
composed in 1631 as part of the music for the Thanksgiving Mass commemorating the 
end of that year’s devastating plague outbreak (Figures 16 and 22).263⁠ 
 The Selva morale probably represents a good portion of the ceremonial church 
music written by Monteverdi during the second and third decades of the seventeenth 
century. These works rely heavily on instrumental participation, with instruments 
featured both as obbligato parts and in ripieno choirs. Many pieces in Selva morale also 
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require basso continuo. The majority of the instrumental parts in Selva morale works are 
violins or consorts of viole di brazzo, which reflects Monteverdi’s extensive experience 
as a string player as well as the important role of string players at San Marco in the early 
seventeenth century, increasing in renown even over the wind players of the Bassano era. 
Of thirty-seven pieces in the Selva morale e spirituale, seventeen require two violins; two 
call for quattro viole di brazzo, a violin band of four parts, in this case likely three violas 
and bass violin because most occasions that call for this ensemble call for two additional 
violins separately; five require groups of either viole (di brazzo) o tromboni, one demands 
four trombones specifically, and one has parts for unspecified instruments (Figure 23). 
While it is true that the examples that are written for viole without the “di brazzo” tag 
could be indended for violas da gamba, which Monteverdi also played, this is less likely 
due to the sheer popularity of violins at San Marco during this time. 
 From this inventory it is clear that the violin was Monteverdi’s preferred 
obbligato instrument in sacred music and that violin bands were his top choice for 
instrumental choir, with trombones also considered acceptable on occasion. The vocal 
parts in these compositions combine San Marco cori spezzati, traditional prima prattica 
polyphony, monody, and even seconda prattica polyphony, as the first five works are 
concerted spiritual madrigals.264⁠  
Monteverdi’s carefully balanced patchwork of techniques represents the 
culmination of concertato style at San Marco. However, few other musicians of the 
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younger generation who spent time at San Marco also incorporated these techniques into 
their own styles and helped to spread them throughout Italy.  
 
The Spread of Venetian Style in Northern Italy 
 Alessandro Grandi (b.1586), a native of Ferrara, studied with Giovanni Gabrieli 
and served as assistant maestro di cappella to Monteverdi between 1617 and 1627.265⁠ 
Much of his compositional output while living in Venice comprised small-scale monodic 
motets and cantatas, which were in large demand due to their practicality.266⁠ When he left 
San Marco to take the position of maestro di cappella at San Maria Maggiore in 
Bergamo, Grandi took advantage of the new institution’s relative wealth and lack of 
familiarity with modern styles to produce many large-scale concerted works.267⁠ The 
monodic works composed at San Marco imitate Monteverdi’s predilection for strings, as 
the only collection of solo motets without obbligato violins is his first, published in 
1621.268⁠ Grandi’s concertato output includes a collection of eight-part psalms published 
in 1629; this is scored for soloists and choir doubled by instruments. A collection of 
motets in 1630 used the same format but made the ripieno choirs ad libitum, such that the 
forces could be catered to the resources of the performing ensemble in Grandi’s uniquely 
entrepreneurial fashion.269⁠ Also published in 1630 was a large messa concertata, which 
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contrasts emotional vocal solos with “huge, chordal tuttis.”270⁠ This mass is anchored in 
San Marco polychoral and early concertato style, organized in Grandi’s practical ad 
libitum instrumental and auxiliary choral writing, all while drawing on Monteverdian 
chromaticism and stile concitato expression.271⁠ Grandi’s promising career ended as 
quickly as it had begun in the plague of 1630. The tragically small amount of music 
produced at his position in Bergamo forms a clear example of the influence of Venetian 
style as adapted to the musical demands of the rural provinces. 
 It should not be forgotten that Venice was unique among Italian musical centers 
of the late sixteenth century. Its Republican politics, situation as a port, large 
communities of instrument makers and music publishers, and state church all combined 
to create a fertile ground for large-scale musical endeavors. Venice’s potential for 
influence, however, more than compensated for the abnormalities of its environmental 
features. As much as it would be difficult for other cities to match the exact musical 
conditions of Venice during this period, the quality of the music in Venice, the grand 
ceremonial works at San Marco and the Scuole Grandi, the virtuosic wind players, the 
Carnival opera season, and the numerous publishing houses were renowned throughout 
Italy and far into Northern Europe. For courts and religious institutions in Northern Italy 
in particular, Venetian music was something to aspire to, a source for imitation.  
 This attitude can be seen in the works of composers who did not spend time at 
San Marco but managed to reflect the stylistic ideals developed there. Among Northern 
Italian musical communities influenced by the Venetian School of composition, the court 
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cities of Mantua and Parma along with the Lombardic center Milan and the papally-
controlled city of Bologna are of particular significance. In Mantua, maestri di cappella 
at the ducal chapel and the Palatine Basilica of Santa Barbara during the 1580s and 90s 
included G. G. Gastoldi and Lodovico Viadana, both of whom experimented with 
concertato techniques in Mantua and at later positions.272⁠ Gastoldi taught counterpoint to 
students at Santa Barbara between 1579 and 1587 and succeeded Giaches de Wert as 
maestro of the ducal chapel in 1588.273⁠ His 1601 collection of psalms for eight voices 
makes use of “double-choir and alternatim techniques; a specialty of S[anta] Barbara 
practice,” Venetian characteristics which had become popular in Mantua during the late 
sixteenth century.274⁠ Viadana produced three collections of sacred works in grand cori 
spezzati style while at San Barbara between 1593 and 1597, and his 1602 Concerti 
ecclesiastici composed while maestro of the convent of San Luca in Cremona are the first 
sacred vocal works to include a basso continuo part, which for some concerti acts like a 
basso seguente but for others is partially figured (Figure 24).275⁠  
 In Parma, Venetian style arrived at the Farnese court, Parma Cathedral, and the 
Chiesa della Madonna della Steccata via ex-San-Marco organist Claudio Merulo.276⁠ His 
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idiomatic organ toccatas and ricercares were renowned during his own lifetime, and his 
organ canzone reflect San Marco instrumental style that in Venice fell mainly to consort 
instruments (Figure 11). Merulo’s sacred vocal works were consistently composed in cori 
spezzati, and he was among the first in the Venetian school to break away from strict 
mid-century counterpoint in favor of homophonic declamation.277⁠ The Farnese court was 
fond of instrumental music, and for court music as well as in the ducal chapel, the family 
maintained a group of high quality musicians recruited from the Low Countries as well as 
Italy. Colleagues of Merulo at the court in Parma, besides Cipriano de Rore, included 
Flemings Baldoino Blondeau, Josquino Persoens and Jean d’Arras as well as G. A. 
Veggio, Giulio Buonagiunta, Orazio Bassani and Santino Garsi, who worked as both 
composers and instrumentalists.278⁠ This created an apt environment for experimentation 
with the modern, cosmopolitan Venetian compositional techniques at the turn of the 
century. 
 Milan, home to the most important cathedral in Lombardy and situated near the 
epicenter of the sixteenth-century violin, supported multiple musical currents during 
these transitional decades. The presence of the Lupo and Rognoni families ensured that 
the violin permeated all levels of Milanese music at the end of the sixteenth century, and 
composer Giovanni Paolo Cima wrote the first known sonata per violino e basso 
continuo and sonata a tre which appear in a 1610 publication of Concerti ecclesiastici.279⁠ 
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The body of Milanese instrumental music at the beginning of the seventeenth century 
serves as a reminder that the earliest solo violin music arose to be performed in the 
church, carrying the same function as ensemble canzonas and sonatas of the late sixteenth 
century.  
 Like other Lombardic string players, the Milanese were renowned throughout 
Europe. Members of the Lupo family were recruited into the violin bands of Queen 
Elizabeth I as well as serving as viol players at the English court.280⁠ Riccardo Rognoni 
published the first known violin method in 1592, and his performances and publication of 
virtuosic diminutions helped raise the popularity of the violin among the nobility. His son 
Francesco Rognoni was also a violinist and continued his father’s violin school in 
Milan.281⁠ In the seventeenth century, renowned violinist Biagio Marini held a maestro di 
cappella post in Milan at Santa Maria della Scala after moving from Brescia.282⁠ The 
widespread availability of such talent created an environment, as in Cremona, that 
encouraged composers to take advantage of it in their writing.  
 G. P. Cima held an organist position at Santa Maria presso San Celso and took 
over as maestro di cappella between 1599 and his death in 1630 (he was another casualty 
of the plague).283 Cima’s sacred music is heavily influenced by instrumental technique, 
even in his vocal writing. According to Jerome Roche, Cima’s vocal ornamentation is 
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“reminiscent of late Renaissance instrumental traditions.”284⁠ His motets largely ignore the 
ideals of the Council of Trent, “showing a predilection for imitative counterpoint and for 
broad, non-syllabic melodies,” despite the fact that Cardinal Borromeo and his protégé 
Vincenzo Ruffo were situated at Milan Cathedral. ⁠285 His 1610 collection of sacred music 
displays clear Venetian influence in its combination of polychoral techniques with solo 
voices placed in dialogue structures. ⁠ Cima also wrote instrumental canzonas in the style 
of Gabrieli.286⁠ 
 Ignazio Donati, born c. 1570, spent time in Milan as maestro of the Cathedral 
between 1531 and 1538. Donati’s music sets him apart as “an outstanding pioneer of the 
small-scale concertato motet for a few voices and continuo.”287⁠ His Salmi boscarecci of 
1623 can be performed on either a large or small scale with a flexibility similar to the 
compositions of Grandi (Figure 25).⁠ Roche notes that “In verbose but fascinating 
prefaces to several of his publications he explained how, for example, one could omit the 
middle voices of four-part motets (1612) or perform the Salmi boscarecci with one, two, 
three or even four choirs, with or without instruments, according to whether ferial or 
festive music was required.”288⁠ Composers who worked in provincial positions, like 
Donati and Grandi, displayed a penchant for the grandeur and expression of Venetian 
styles but conceived of them in a manner such that they could be catered to the 
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limitations of a given institution. 
 One final area in which Venetian musical ideals established themselves into the 
early seventeenth century was Bologna. In the sixteenth century, Bologna’s musical 
scene was characterized by an enthusiasm for wind music much like that in Brescia and 
Venice at the same time.289⁠ By 1537, Bologna had established a civic piffari, the Concerto 
Palatino, of nineteen instrumentalists, who were supplemented by additional players 
when the occasion demanded.290⁠ Some of these wind players were employed at the church 
of San Petronio, a longtime Bolognese musical center.291⁠ Bologna was the origin of the 
wind-playing Ganassi family, of whom Sylvestro, known for his mid-sixteenth century 
recorder and viol treatises, served as a member of the pifferi del Doge in Venice.292⁠  
 San Petronio’s size and acoustics, with a pair of organs on opposite choir stalls, 
was an ideal venue for sacred music in the grand San Marco tradition. The church also 
followed a similar pattern to San Marco regarding the employment of instrumentalists. 
During the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, musicians from the Concerto Palatino 
appear to have supplemented San Petronio’s cappella musicale for special occasions (this 
is evidenced by fragments of fifteenth-century instrumental music found in the church’s 
archives), and the church began to employ permanent instrumentalists in the late 
sixteenth century.293⁠ Maestri di cappella during the main period of Venetian influence 
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included Andrea Rota (1583–97), Pompilio Pisanelli (1599–1604), and Girolamo 
Giacobbi (1604–28).294⁠ 
 The above locales represent only a portion of the composers and institutions that 
were significantly influenced by Venetian style at the turn of the century. Music 
published by composers of the Venetian school was widely distributed and gained a 
particular following in Germany, as mentioned in Chapter Two. Additional stylistic 
trends, such as the spread of monody, also influenced the participation of instruments in 
sacred music during this period, as did the growth of the field of instrument making itself.  
 
Sources of Professional Instrumentalists during the Late Sixteenth Century 
 During the sixteenth century, two main outlets for the occupational training of 
professional (art) musicians present themselves. The first category, comprising civic 
outlets, encompasses a variety of trade-based instrumental occupations, commonly 
associated with wind players. During the fifteenth century, and earlier, ensembles of 
trumpeters and loud winds, in addition to providing entertainment and ceremonial music, 
were associated with military, security, and communicative functions. These ensembles 
were employed by civic or governmental bodies and self-organized into guilds. Thus, the 
pre-professional training of a would-be civic musician depended upon relationships with 
local ensembles and guilds, resulting in intimate, apprenticeship-based educational 
experiences. It was entirely possible for instrumentalists of this variety to be musically 
illiterate; their art was rooted in improvisation, and until the sixteenth century, the 
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performance of composed music by these ensembles was not widespread. In Italy, such 
civic traditions remained strong throughout the sixteenth century, as evidenced by the 
piffari of the Lombard provinces and Venice. 
 The second source of professional musicians during this period was the Church. 
Nearly all professional singers trained in churches from a young age, as discussed in 
Chapter Two. As the center of the organ, church music schools also produced the 
majority of keyboard instrumentalists. Organists were usually individuals who entered 
the Church as singing students. As patrons of education, churches were also centers of 
literacy, which extended to their singing students. Because musical literacy was central to 
the curriculum of most choir schools and the sacred vocal repertoire depended on 
composed polyphony far more heavily than civic music, the church music environment 
produced the majority of professional, elite composers.  
 During the later sixteenth century, European wind instruments were far older and 
better established than the up-and-coming bowed strings. Wind players’ civic niches 
existed with minimal changes for centuries. As the violin and viol families entered the 
Italian musical scene, they were used in a variety of contexts based on practicality and 
patrons’ tastes. Contexts for the training of string players during the early years of these 
instruments, however, have remained elusive. Given the prior two main sources of 
professional musicians during the musical Renaissance, into which might students of the 
new bowed string families fit? The body of Italian evidence overwhelmingly points to the 
second.  
 Despite occasional accounts of wind involvement in church music and string 
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involvement in civic music during the early sixteenth century at locations like Brescia, 
the divide in repertoire between the bodies of civic musicians and church musicians, as 
well as the acoustic strengths of the instruments themselves, contributed to the sphere in 
which bowed strings eventually became established. Both winds and strings could be 
organized into consorts matching the function of choral voice parts, but the quieter, more 
dynamically variant strings were better suited to contribute to the indoor performance of 
sacred texts. Violins and viols developed during a period when the musical focus was 
shifting away from purely improvised genres towards composed music, and without the 
rich improvisatory precedent of wind music, the performance of composed genres like 
courtly dance, canzonette, and sacred polyphony was a logical direction. Preferences 
among the nobility for particular types of instrumental music also helped to shift the 
strings into the realm of elite music, as in the case of Isabella d’Este. 
 As bowed string consorts became more mainstream at the end of the sixteenth 
century, their acceptance into church music contexts is reflected by the preponderance of 
string-playing maestri at religious institutions, most notably Ingegneri in Cremona and 
Monteverdi in Mantua and Venice. The ultimate indication of the presence of string 
instruments in the church music-educational system is the advent of sacred music with 
designated parts for strings: Venice’s stile concertato and the evidence of increasing 
instrumental participation in ceremonial sacred music that contributed to its development. 
The transition of string instruments’ participation in this sacred tradition from the implied 
instrumental involvement in the heydays of Willaert and Andrea Gabrieli to Giovanni 
Gabrieli and Monteverdi’s concerted string ensemble parts at the turn of the century to 
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the appearance of solo music specifically for the violin in the early decades of the 
seventeenth century makes up perhaps the most interesting and volatile period in the rise 
and development of the violin as an instrument.  
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Figure 1. Title page of Franceso Bendusi’s Opera Nova di Balli, 1553 
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Figure 2. Pass’e mezo ditto Il Romano from Opera Nova di Balli, 1553 
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Figure 3.  
 
a. Title page of Attaingnant’s Neuf basse dances 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Excerpt of “La gatta en italien” from Attaingnant’s Neuf basse dances 
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Figure 4. Excerpt of Canzon Ottava “La Fontana” by Florentio Maschera 
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Figure 5. Title page of Sylvestro Ganassi’s Regola Rubertina 
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Figure 6. Title page of Giovanni Bassano’s Ricercate, passaggi, et cadentie 
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Figure 7. Title page of Christopher Simpson’s The Division-Viol 
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Figure 8. Excerpt of untexted Laudate dominus from Petrucci’s Motetti de la Corona 
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Figure 9.  
 
a. Title page of Willaert’s Fantasie, Recercari, e Contrapunti à 3 
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Figure 9 (cont.) 
 
b. Recercar primo from Willaert’s Fantasie, Recercari, e Contrapunti à 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. Recercar primo continued 
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Figure 10. Title page of Zarlino’s Le istitutione harmoniche 
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Figure 11. Title page and Canzon from Merulo’s Canzoni d’Intavolatura d’Organo 
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Figure 12. Dedication of Monteverdi’s Terzo Libro di Madrigali 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Monteverdi’s introduction to Duke Vincenzo Gonzaga through “the noble exercise of the 
viola,” mio ingegno nel suono della Vihuola per lei fiori 
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Figure 13. Instrument list from 1607 print of Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo 
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Figure 14. Excerpt of Josquin’s Missa Hercules Dux Ferarriae 
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Figure 15. Title page of Giovanni Gabrieli’s Sacrae Symphoniae 
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Figure 16. Excerpts of Gloria from Monteverdi’s Selva Morale e Spirituale 
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Figure 16 (cont.) 
 
b. 
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Figure 17. Excerpt of Sonata sopra “Sancta Maria ora pro nobis” from Vespers of 1610 
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Figure 18. Title page and excerpt from Concerti de Andrea et de Gio. Gabrieli 
 
a. 
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Figure 19. Excerpt of Angelus ad pastores from Concerti de Andrea et de Gio. Gabrieli 
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Figure 20. Excerpt of Canzon à 12 by Giovanni Gabrieli 
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Figure 21. Excerpts of Sonata ‘con tre violoni’ by Giovanni Gabrieli 
 
a. mm. 1–4 
 
 
 
b. mm. 62–70 
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Figure 22. First violin part of Gloria from Monteverdi’s Selva Morale e Spirituale 
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Figure 23.  
 
a. Contents of Monteverdi’s Selva Morale e Spirituale 
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Figure 23 (cont.) 
 
b.    Contents p. 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Title page of Viadana’s Concerti Ecclesiastici 
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Figure 25. Title page of Donati’s Salmi Boscarecci 
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